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Abstract 
We discuss statistical properties of phase boundary in the 2D low-temperature Ising 
ferromagnet in a box with the two-component boundary conditions. We prove the weak 
convergence in C[O, 1] of measures describing the fluctuations of phase boundaries in the 
canonical ensemble of interfaces with fixed endpoints and area enclosed below them. The 
limiting Gaussian measure coincides with the conditional distribution of certain Gaussian 
process obtained by the integral transformation of the white noise. 
1 Introduction 
The large deviation probabilities for the total magnetization in the two-dimensional (2D) Ising 
ferromagnet are known to possess the non-classical asymptotics in the phase coexistence region. 
The exponential decay here is of the surface order [25, 9] reflecting the fact that the phase 
separation is the main mechanism responsible for this asymptotic behaviour. (Without being 
explicitly stated, this fact was essentially presented in the early papers by Minlos and Sinai 
[19, 20] where the case of d-dimensional ( d ~ 2) Ising model was rigorously studied.) The rate 
function corresponds to the total surface tension of the phase boundary and the limiting shape 
of the latter can be described in the framework of the Wulff theory [7, 23]. Particularly, in the 
typical configurations, the immersed phase tends to form a unique macroscopic droplet with the 
shape and the area close to that of the Wulff droplet, i. e., the solution of the related variational 
problem. As a result, the optimal value of the Wulff functional provides the correct constant 
on the surface scale of the exponential decay of large deviations probabilities. Note the really 
remarkable fact that the last observation is actually true for all subcritical temperatures, i. e., 
in the whole phase coexistence region [15, 16]. 
The results obtained in [7, 23, 15, 16] describe many .interesting properties of the phase 
boundary as well as typical configurations in the considered situation. However, they are not 
sufficient to deliver the exact asymptotics of the probabilities of large deviations. To this end 
one needs more detailed information about the fluctuations of phase boundary with respect to 
the limiting Wulff shape, the information that is also of independent interest. 
The present paper is an attempt on the way to fill this gap. ·Namely, we discuss statisti-
cal properties of phase boundary in the 2D low-temperature Ising ferromagnet with the two-
component boundary conditions in the canonical ensemble of interfaces with fixed endpoints 
and fixed "area enclosed below them". We prove the weak convergence in C[O, 1] of the proba-
bility distributions describing the fluctuations of such interfaces around the corresponding part 
of the Wulff shape to certain conditional Gaussian distribution. This limiting measure coin-
cides with the conditional distribution of a Gaussian random process obtained by the integral 
transformation of the white noise. 
As in the preceding paper [6], where similar problem for a general model of the SOS-type 
was investigated, we use extensively the large deviation principle in the strong form [8] combined 
with ideas further developed from the original book [7]. These results were announced in [14]. 
To our knowledge, there were only two mathematical papers 1 studying weak convergence 
of measures describing fluctuations of the phase boundary in the 2D Ising ferromagnet [13], [5]. 
Nevertheless, the methods used there we.re adjusted to the investigation of interfaces with fixed 
endpoints ( eveii only horizontal ones in [13]) and are not applicable to the additional volume 
constraint discussed here. 
The paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 contains notions and known facts to be used 
later on. The main results are stated in Sect. 3. The basic polymer representation of the 
partition function is developed in Sect. 4. Then, in Sect. 5 we prove the analyticity of the 
1 Many interesting ideas appeared already in the pioneering paper (10], where however only a particular one-
dimensional distribution of the phase boundary was discussed. 
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corresponding free energy and discuss some its properties that are used in proofs of limit theorems 
in Sect. 6. Convergence of finite dimensional distributions of the considered conditional process 
is established in Sect. 7. The proof of the main result is completed in Sect. 8, where the 
tightness condition for the sequence of measures is checked. Finally, in Appendix we present 
the geometric construction of the solution to the Wulff variational problem corresponding to the 
discussed situation. 
Professor Roland Dobrushin left us forever when the work described in this paper was still 
in progress. But even this irreversible loss could not reduce his personal influence on the whole 
work - without any doubts, he is the main author of this result. In fact, this text is an attempt 
by the second author to realize some ideas of his Teacher. This paper is devoted to the memory 
of R. L. Dobrushin. 
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2 Preliminaries 
To fix the notations let us recall briefly certain notions and facts from the theory of the 2D Ising 
model (for detailed discussion see, e. g., [7]). 
Lattices. Let Z2 be the two-dimensional integer lattice and (Z2)* be its dual, (Z2)* = (Z + 
1/2)2 , both consisting of sites. These lattices are immersed into JR.2 equipped with the usual 
Euclidean distance I. 1, Ix - YI = v(x1 - Y1) 2 + (x2 - Y2)2, where x =(xi, x2) and y = (y1, Y2). 
We call a bond any segment of unit length connecting two neighbouring sites of the dual lattice. 
Let s, t be two neighbours in Z2 and f denote the unit segment connecting s and t. By 
definition, a bond e separates these sites if the segments f and e are orthogonal and meet at 
their midpoints. 
Fix one of the two directions (1, 1) and (1, -1). Any straight line passing through a site in 
this fixed direetion is called a diagonal. Thus, any site belongs to certain (uniquely determined) 
diagonal. By definition, a site s E Z2 is attached to s* E (Z2)* provided they share the diagonal 
and Is - s* I = ../2/2. A site s E Z2 is attached to a bond e ifs is attached to one end of e. 
Let e1 and e2 be two orthogonal bonds that share a site of the dual lattice. We say that e1 
and e2 form a linked pair of bonds if they belong to the same half-plane in JR.2 determined by 
the diagonal passing through their common point. 
For a set v c Z2 , IVI denotes its cardinality and av is its outer boundary, 
av = { s E Z2 \ v : :3t E v with It - sl = 1}. 
A bond e is called a boundary bond of the set V if there exist t EV and s E Z 2 \ V such that e 
separates t and s. 
Configurations. For V c Z2 denote by Dv = { -1, 1} v the set of all possible configurations 
a = av in V. In the case V == { s} the configuration av is reduced to the spin at the site s and 
is denoted simply by as. If VN, N > 1, is the vertical strip in Z 2 of the width N, 
(2.1) 
we denote the corresponding set {-1,·l}vN of configurations by nN. 
Fix any V c Z2 • A configuration a = av\ v in the complement Z2 \ V is called a boundary 
condition (for V). Two kinds of boundary conditions will be considered mainly in the following: 
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the constant plus boundary condition er+, 
;:;:+ - 1 Vt - ) for all t E '!} \ V, 
and the two-component boundary condition (jlP, <p E (-'If /2, 1r /2), 
-cp - { 1, O"t - -1, 




Contours. Let u be a configuration in a set V C Z 2 and <i be a boundary condition. The 
boundary r( u, <i) of the configuration u under the boundary condition <i is the collection of all 
bonds separating the sites in Z 2 with different values of spins. Then any site s* of the dual 
lattice is the meeting point of an even number of such bonds. If four bonds meet at a common 
vertex we split them up into two pairs of linked bonds. This procedure is actually a fixed choice 
of the so-called "rounding of corners" along the diagonal passing through the common vertex of 
these bonds. Apply this procedure at any dual site that is a meeting point of four bonds from 
f(u, <i). Then the boundary f(u, <i) splits up into connected components to be called contours. 
Let VNM, M > 1, be the set (cf. (2.1)) 
VNM = { t = (t1, t2) EVN: 1- M < t2 < M} (2.4) 
and (j = (j+. Then every contour of r( (}", <i)' (}" E nN M = { -1, 1} VN M, is a closed polygon. 
For a = (i'P the boundary r(u, <i) contains one (infinite) open polygon S. In the case M ~ 
[N tan cp] + 1 this open polygon passes through the points (0, 1/2) and (N, [N tan cp) + 1/2). 
Phase boundary. Let u be a configuration in VN (recall (2.1)) and (j'P be the boundary 
condition defined in (2.3). As before, denote by S E f(u, <i) the (infinite) open contour passing 
through the points (0, 1/2) and (N, [N tan cp] + 1/2). Let ~(S) be the points from Z2 n RN, 
RN= { (x1, x2) E IR.2 : X1 E [O, N] }, 
that are attached to bonds of S. The restriction of S to the vertical strip RN is called the phase 
boundary and is denoted also by S. 
Let 7$ denote the set of all phase boundaries consistent with the boundary condition (jlP. F·ix 
any S E 7$. The point (0, 1/2) is the initial point and (N, [N tan c.p) + 1/2) is the ending point 
of the phase boundary S. By definition, the height h( S) of S is the difference in the ordinates 
of the ending and the initial points of S. Thus, for SE 7$ one has h(S) = [N tan c.p]. 
Assume that M = M ( S) > 1 is such that the contour S is covered by the rectangle RN M = 
[O, N] x (1-M, M). Then the polygons splits up the rectangle RNM into two parts, the "upper" 
and the "lower" ones, with the areas Qt and Q}; respectively. The quantity 
(2.5) 
is called the area under the phase boundary S. Clearly, this definition does not depend upon 
M provided it is sufficiently large, M ~ M0 (S). Observe also that for "nice" contour S that 
intersects any vertical line x = k, k = 1, 2, ... , N - 1, at a unique point the quantity a(S) gives 
the value of the integral of the piecewise constant function appearing after removing all vertical 
segments from S. 
Gibbs measures. Let V be a finite subset of Z2 and <i be a boundary condition. The Gibbs 
distribution JP>v,,e ( · llf) in V with the boundary condition a is the probability measure in Ov given 
by 
JP>v,,e(ula) = Z(V, {3, at1 exp{-{31-l(ula)}, (2.6) 
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where the hamiltonian 1-l( O"la) is defined by 
1-l(ala) = -
the partition function Z(V, (3, a) is 
s,t EV, 
Is - ti= 1 
I: 
s Ev, t E av, 
ls-ti= 1 




and (3 > 0 denotes the inverse temperature. In what follows we will always assume that (3 is 
sufficiently large. 
Ensembles of phase boundaries. Consider the box VNM defined in (2.4) and let a'P be the 
boundary condition from (2.3). Let JP>N,M,,e(·llf'P) be the Gibbs distribution in nNM = {-1, l}VNM 
defined as in (2.6)-(2.8). For M > N tan cp denote by TJM the set of all phase boundaries in 
VNM consistent with the boundary condition 7J'P. The Gibbs distribution JP>N,M,,e( · la'P) induces 
the probability distribution P N,M,,B,tp(·) in TliM according to the following formula 
P N,M,,e,tp(s) = PN,M,,e ( { (]" E nNM : r(O", lf'P) 3 s} I lf'P), 
Another form of this distribution will be of importance in the following ([7, §4.3]). Namely, 
let <P(A) be the function of finite subsets in Z 2 determined from the cluster expansion of the 
partition function Z(VNM, (3, a+) ([7, §3.9]), 1$1 denote the length 2 of the polygon S, and .6.(S) 
is the set of sites attached to the phase boundary. Then, defining the weights WNM(S) via 
we rewrite 
WNM(S) = exp{-2f3ISI - L <P(A)} 
ACVNM:An~(S)#0 
WNM(S) 
PN,M,,B,tp(S) = B(N, M, cp)' 
where B(N, M, cp) is the corresponding partition function, 




For future references we recall here the following important properties of the function <P(A) ([7, 
§3.9,§4.3]): <P(A) is a translation invariant function vanishing on non-connected sets A c Z 2 ; 
moreover, there exists (30 < oo such that for all (3 ~ (30 one has 
l<P(A) I ~ exp{ -2((3 - f3o)d(A) }, (2.11) 
where the function d(A) satisfies the inequality 
d(A) > 2diam(A) + 2, (2.12) 
with diam( A) denoting the diameter of the set A, diam( A)= max{ Ix -yl : x, y EA}. According 
to Lemma 3.10 ([7]) estimate (2.11) implies the inequality 
l<P(A)I ~ KISI, (2.13) 
AcV:AnD.(S)# 
2 0bserve that two external halfbonds of S did not contribute to ISi in [7] but this does not affect the value 
on the right-hand side of (2.10). 
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where K = K(/3) is a constant such that K\,iO as /3 /' + oo. Therefore, for all sufficiently large 
/3 the weights (cf. (2.9)) 
w(S) = exp{-2/3ISI - L g?(A)} (2.14) 
A:An.6.(S):fi0 
are well defined. 
Let T; = UMTJM be the set of all phase boundaries in VN consistent with the boundary 
condition (j'P and TN = Ucp r; denote the set of all possible phase boundaries in VN (the union 
here is over all cp E (-7r /2, 7r /2)). Due to (7, Theorem 4.8] the quantities 
B(N, cp) == L w(S), B(N) == L w(S) 
SEife SETN 
are finite (in fact, B(N) coincides with the partition function B(N, 0, restr), where B(N, H, restr) 
is the partition function f~x the restricted grand canonical ensemble of the phase boundaries (see 
definition (4.3.16) in [7])). As a result, one can define the probability distributions ·PN,,a,cp(·) -
PN,+oo,,6,cp(·) and PN,,a(·) in T; and TN respectively via the following formulas 
and 
w(S) 
PN,,a,cp(S) = B(N, cp), 
w(S) 
PN,,a(S) .= B(N)' 
(2.15) 
SETN· (2.16) 
Here again one has the condition /3 ~ /31 > /3cr that is a consequence of application of the cluster 
expansions technique. 
Surface tension, free energy, Legendre transformation. For any fixed <p E (-Jr /2, 1f /2) denote 
by n == n( <p) == (-sin cp, cos cp) the unit orthogonal vector to the straight line t 2 == t 1 tan cp in IR2 . 
Let the box VNM, M > N tan cp, be as in (2.4) and Z(VNM, /3, a) denote the partition function 
in nNM corresponding to the boundary condition a. By definition, the surface tension in the 
direction of n is given by 
( ) . . cos <p Z(VNM, /3, (f'P) r,a n == - hm hm j3N log z(v; /3 ~)' N->-oo M->-oo NM, , a (2.17) 
where the boundary conditiQnS (j'P and a+ are defined by (2.3) and (2.2) respectively. 
The surface tension is closely related to another important function, the so called free energy. 
To define it we fix any 8 > 0 and for any complex number H satisfying the condition 
l~HI < 2 - 8//3 (2.18) 
we introduce the partition function 
B(N, H) = L exp{/3Hh(S)}w(S) (2.19) 
SETN 
with h(S) denoting the height of the phase boundary S. The limit 
F(H) = lim logB(N, H) 
N->-oo N 
(2.20) 
is called the free energy corresponding to the height h(S) of the phase boundary. According to 
Theorem 4.8 [7] this limit exists and is an analytical function of H in the domain .(2.18). 
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The free energy F(H) defined in (2.20) is dual to the surface tension r,e(·). Namely ([7, 
Theorem 4.12]), one has 
1 
r,e(n) = 7JF*(f3 tan <p) cos <p, (2.21) 
where f* ( ·) denotes the Legendre transformation of the real convex function 3 f : JR ---+ JR, 
f*(p) = sup(px - f(x)). 
x 
The following property of the Legendre transformation will be used below. 
Property 2.1 Let f ( ·) be a strictly convex twice continuously differentiable real function defined 
in a region U C Rm, m 2:: 1, and J* (p) be its Legendre transformation, f* (p) - su Px ( ( x, p) -
f(x)), p E Rm. Assume that the values x E U and p E Rm are related via \l f(x) = p. Then the 
fallowing relations hold 
f*(p) = (x,p) - f(x), 
\l J*(p) = x, 
Hess f*(p) = (Hess f (x))-1. 
(2.22) 
,Observe that in the considered case the matrix Hess f (x) of the second derivatives f (x) as 
a function of x E Rm is strictly positive definite at x. 
This duality property of the Legendre transformation can be verified directly or induced from 
the known facts ([24, Chap. 5]). 
Wulff shape. Let r,e(<p) = r,e(n) be the surface tension defined in (2.17). Using the symmetry 
properties of the lattice Z2 we easily have 
r,e(<p) = r,e(7r/2 - <p), 
and thus r,e(n) can be defined for all unit vectors n E § 1. 
Denote by 7J the set of all closed self-avoiding rectifiable curves / C R2 that are boundaries 
of bounded regions (thus, boundary of any bounded convex region belongs to 7J). Recall that 
any such rectifiable curve has finite length and has a tangent at its almost every point. To each 
/ E 'D we assign the quantity 
W('Y) = W/l('Y) = 1 r/l(n,) ds, (2.23) 
where ds denotes the length element and n 8 is the unit outward vector to the curve / at the 
point s E /. The functional (2.23) is called the Wulff functional corresponding to the surface 
tension r,e ( ·). 
For any / E 7J denote by Vol(!) the area of the enclosed region. By definition, the Wulff 
shape w,e is a solution to the variational problem 
W,e(T) -+inf: ! E 7J, Vol(!) 2:: 1. 
Alternatively, one defines 
W,e,,x = nnE~l { x E JI~.2 : (x, n) ~ AT,e(n)} ' 
where (·, ·) denotes the usual scalar product in R2 , n is a unit vector, and r,e(·) is the surface 
tension defined in (2.17). Then the Wulff shape w,e coincides with the boundary of the set W,e,,x0 , 
3 Here and in the following we omit restrictions near the signs like upper bounds, sums, integrals etc. when the 
appropriate operation is going over the whole set of possible values of parameters, summation indices, integration 
variables respectively. 
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where ..\0 is determined from the condition Vol(W,e,,x0 ) = 1. The Wulff shape is known to be 
unique up to translations in JR2 [26, 27]. Due to positiveness of the stiffness, 4 T,e(cp) + d~2 r,e(cp), 
the Wulff shape is a smooth strictly convex closed curve in R2 and inherits the natural symmetries 
from Z2 [7, §2.20, §_4.21]. 
Wulff profile. The main goal of the present paper is to study the statistical properties of phase 
boundaries of the 2D Ising ferromagnet in a bulk with the two-component boundary conditions 
7fP. More precisely, we investigate the limiting behaviour of probability distributions P N,,a,ip( ·) 
(PN,M,,e,ip(·) resp.) in the canonical ensemble of phase boundaries S E TJ (TJM resp.) with 
fixed value of the area (recall (2.5)) 
qN -+ q as N -+ oo, 
enclosed below them. The phase boundary here is an open polygon; thus, its limiting behaviour 
is closely related to the corresponding piece of the Wulff shape to be called below the Wulff 
profile. 
To construct the Wulff profile we use the following geometric algorithm. 5 Let l be a non-
v~rtical straight line intersecting the Wulff shape at two different points 0 and A (we denote 
by A that of them that is to the left; see Figure 1,a)). The segment OA splits up the interior 
of the Wulff shape into two parts, the "upper" one Qi and the "lower" one Q"l with the areas 
IQTI and IQ"ll = 1- IQTI correspondingly. Clearly, QT and Q"l are convex sets having tangents 
at all their boundary points except 0 and A. 
a) b) 
Figure 1: Geometric construction of the Wulff profile 
We say that the line l generates a (q, cp)-cutting of the Wulff shape if the following two 
conditions hold: a) the line l has the slope angle cp; b) the area IQ"ll (IQTI in the case q < ~tan cp) 
satisfies the equality 
tancp 
IQ"ll = lq - -2-l · IOAl2 cos2 <p 
with IOAI denoting the length of the segment OA (and thus IOAI cos <p is its horizontal projec-
tion). Due to the strict convexity of the Wulff shape w,e, for any q E R and cp E (-Jr /2, 1f /2) 
there exists a unique ( q, cp )-cutting of w,a (for q = ! tan cp the points 0 and A coincide· and l 
becomes a tangent to the Wulff shape). If, in addition, the limiting value q is relatively small, 
(2.24) 
4 Here we treat the surface tension r,a ( ·) as a function of <p (recall that n = ( - sin <p, cos <p)). 
5The analytical expression for the Wulff profile in terms of the free energy F(·) from (2.20) is given in (3.14) 
below. See also Appendix for more detailed discussion of the problem in a framework of a general lD SOS model. 
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(with Q0 ( cp) easily identified in terms of the Wulff shape), all the tangents to Qi at its boundary 
points (different from 0 and A) have uniformly. bounded slope angles. Then the simple trans-
formation (reflection+ scaling; see Figure 1,b)) of the arc OA gives the corresponding Wulff 
profile (in the degenerate case q = ~tan cp the Wulff profile becomes a segment O' A'). 
It what follows we will always assume the validity of condition (2.24) (which in particular 
will make possible the SOS approximation of phase boundaries for sufficiently large values of 
the inverse temperature {3). 
3 Results 
Let JN be the set of all possible phase boundaries in VN and P(·) = PN,,a(·) denote the probability 
distribution from (2.16). Let E(·) = EN,,a(·) be the corresponding operator of mathematical 
expectation. 
Fix any S E JN and for all k == 0, 1, ... , N define 
(3.1) 
Let gt(x), x E [O, N], be the piecewise linear interpolation of the values gt(k). Denote by et(t), 
t E [O, 1], the random polygonal function 
et(t) = g"}{(Nt) - gt(o). (3.2) 
Our aim here is to describe the statistical properties of trajectories e"};(t) conditioned by fixing 
the values of the area aN(S) and the height h(S). 
More precisely, let AN be the random vector 
AN== (YN, hN ), 
where hN = hN(S) is the height of SE JN and 
1 
YN == NaN(S) 
(3.3). 
(3.4) 
is the normalized area under S (recall (2.5)). For H = (H0 , H 1), denote by LAN(H) the loga-
rithmic moment generating function of the random vector AN (recall (2.16)), 
LAN(H) = logEexp{f3(H,AN)} = log3(N,A,H)-log3(N), 
where the partition function S(N, A, H) is calculated via 
(3.5) 
S(N, A, H) = L exp{-2f3ISI + f3HoYN + f3H1hN - L q>(A) }. (3.6) 
SETN A:An~(S)#0 
We will show below (see Remark 5.1.1) that the last expression is finite provided the real part 
RH of H = (H0 , H 1) belongs to the set 
(3.7) 
with some 8 > 0 and /3 ~ /30(8). 
Consider any sequence of real vectors AN == (NqN, NbN) such that 2N2qN and NbN are 
integer numbers and 
2q-/= b, (3.8) 
in such a way that 
-1 ( 1 ) N AN-A=o VFf as N-+ oo. (3.9) 
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Definition 3.1 Leto be a positive number. Any sequence AN satisfying {3.8}-(3.9} is called 
(AN' o)-regular if the following conditions hold: 
1} for any N > 1 
P(AN =AN)> O; (3.10) 
2} for all N > 1 there exists a solution HN E VJ of the equation 
J)-1vHLAN(H) I =AN; 
H=HN 
(3.11) 
3) there exists a solution H == ( Q, H) E 'DJ of the equation 
I(H) = J)-1vH f 1 F(Hoy +Hi) dy I ~=A. lo H=H (3.12) 
Here VJ is the set from {3. 7}, VH denotes the gradient with respect to H = (Ho, H 1) and F(·) 
is the free energy from {2.20}. 
Remark 3.1.1 It can be checked directly that (3.10) is true provided NbN and 2N2qN are integer 
numbers of the same parity. 
Remark 3.1.2 The condition HN E 'DJ for all N > 1 is a technical one; namely, we will show 
below (see discussion after (7.5)) that the inclusion H E VJ implies HN E 'DJ for all sufficiently 
large N. 
Remark 3.1.3 Using the strict convexity of .the function F(·) one can show that the relations 
2q #band Q # 0 are equivalent (see also discussion in Appendix below). 
Fix any (AN, 8)-regular sequence AN and consider the conditional random process 
(3.13) 
with ~t(t) defined in (3.2). Applying arguments similar to those used in [7] one can prove the 
law of large numbers for the process et(t). Namely, the distribution of the process tends weakly 
in the space C[O, 1] of continuous function on the segment [O, 1] to the distribution concentrated 
on some deterministic function e(t), t E [O, 1]. The function e(t) presents the solution of the 
following variational problem (cf. (2.23), (2.21)) 
W(f) = [ fJ- 1F*(f'(t)) dt---+ inf, 
0 1 
f E { g E AC[O, 1]: g(O) = O,g(l) = b, 1 g(t) dt = q} 
(here AC[O, 1] is the space of absolutely continuous functions on [O, 1]) and can be computed 
explicitly, 
e(t) == (F(H + Q) - F(H + Q - Qt))/J)Q, (3.14) 
where (Q, H) is the solution of (3.12). Observe that due to Remark 3.1.3 one has Q # 0 and 
thus e(t) is well defined. Moreover, in view of the inclusion (Q, H) E 'DJ the derivative of e(t) is 
uniformly bounded in [O, 1]. 
Consider the random process 
01V(t) = )&(O"Jv(t) - N~(t)), t E [O, 1], (3.15) 
and denote the corresponding measure in C[O, 1] by µjy = µt;*. The following theorem formulates 
the main result of the present paper. 
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Theorem 3.2 Let a (AN, J)-regular sequence AN be as described above. Then there exists 
f3o = f3o ( J) < oo such that for all (3 2:: {30 the sequence of measures µN converges weakly to 
some Gaussian measureµ* in C[O, 1]. The limiting measureµ* coincides with the conditional 
probability distribution of the random process t(t), t E [O, 1], obtained by the integral transfor-
mation of the white noise dw 8 , 
t E [O, 1], 
conditioned by the conditions 
fj - [ ~( t) dt = 0 and t(1) = 0. 
Remark 3.2.1 The random vector AN from (3.3) has zero mean and the variances of its com-
ponents are of order N (see Lemma 6.1 below). Therefore, the condition 2q-=/=- b means that the 
events {AN== AN} are in the large deviation region for the distribution PN,,e(·). 
Plan of the proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof of our main result follows the same scenario 
used in the case of random walks [6] with necessary modifications. 
Namely, for any natural number k and a set S of real numbers Si, 0 < B1 < s2 < ... <Bk < 
1 == B k+l consider the random vector 
eN = (YN, XN(B1), ... 'XN(Bk), XN(l)) E JRk+2 ' 
where YN was defined in (3.4), and XN(t), t E [O, 1], are calculated via (cf. (3.2)) 
XN(t) = gt([Nt]) - gt(o), 
with [Nt] denoting the integral part of Nt. Let M~+2 , k = 0, 1, ... , be the set 




Then for any MN E M~+2 of the kind MN= (NqN,m;, ... ,m~,NbN) one has the relation 
( ( ) 
1 ( k P(8N==MN) 
P XN B1 == mN, . .. , XN Bk) == mN I AN == AN) = P(AN = AN) · (3.19) 
Here AN= (YN,XN(l)) is the vector from_(3.3) and AN= (NqN,NbN) is the (AN,J)-regular 
sequence fixed above. 
First we investigate the asymptotical behaviour of the numerator and the denominator in 
(3.19) and obtain the central limit theorem for the finite dimensional distributions of the random 
process 
(3.20) 
Then we prove that the difference between the conditional process et(t) (recall (3.13)) and 
eN(t) has uniformly bounded exponential moments in some neighbourhood of the origin. This 
observation implies immediately the same central limit theorem for the corresponding finite 
dimensional distributions of the process et(t). 
Finally, we check the following inequality 
EIBN(t) - eN(B)l4 :::; Cit - Bl 7/ 4 
with some constant C > 0 uniformly in B, t E [O, 1] and sufficiently large N. This implies the 
weak compactness of the sequence µN and finishes the proof by applying known results on weak 
convergence of measures in C[O, 1] ([11]). D 
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Similar result holds also for the random process 
t E (0, 1], 
induced by the lowest points of intersection (cf. (3.1)), 
g-;,(k) = min{t2 : (k, t2) ES}, 
via 
(N(t) = g-;,(Nt) - g-;,(o). 
Let µ-;/ denote the probability distribution in C[O, 1] corresponding to the process (recall (3.15)) 
1 
e--;/(t) = VN(eN(t) - Ne(t)), t E (0, l]. 
Theorem 3.3 For the sequences of measures µ-;/ the statement of Theorem 3.2 holds true. 
Moreover, for any sequence of real numbers CY.N, CY.N --+ 0 as N --+ oo one has the convergence 
(3.21) 
in probability as N--+ oo. 
Clearly, the formulated results are valid also for the measures µ~'~ describing the statistical 
properties of the phase boundaries S E T;M in the box V.NM with the boundary condition Zf'P, 
provided only M > (maxtE(O,l) le(t)I + e)N with any fixed e > 0. This follows immediately from 
the observation that the events {maxtE(o,11 jN-1 e~(t) - e(t)I > e} belong to the large deviations 
region for the measures µt and thus have exponentially small probabilities as N --+ oo. 
4 Basic representation of the partition function 
We start with discussing the statistical properties of the vector e N of joint distribution (recall 
(3.16)), 
(4.1) 
where k is a natural number, the quantities Si satisfy the condition 0 < s1 < ... < sk < sk+l = 1, 
the normalized area YN is defined in (3.4), and the process XN(t), t E [O, 1], is determined via 
(recall (3.17)) 
(4.2) 
For future references we consider more general situation. Namely, fix any natural number k 
and a collection R . {r1 , ... , rk+i} of natural numbers (they can depend on N, i. e., ri = ri,N) 
such that for all sufficiently large N 2:: N0 (R) one has the relation 
0 < ri < ... < rk < rk+l = N. 
Denote (cf. (4.2)) 
(4.3) 
and consider the random vector 
(4.4) 
For any complex vector H =(Ho, H1 , ... , Hk+i) E Ck+2 we denote by LN,n.(H) the logarithmic 
moment generating function of the random vector eN,R, 
LN,n.(H) = logEexp{f3(H, eN,n.)}. 
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Observe that the last equality can be rewritten in the form (cf. (3.5)) 
LN,n(H) = logS(N, n, H) - logS(N), (4.5) 
where 
S(N, n, H) = L exp{ -2/3181 + J3(H, e N,n) - L <P(A)}. ( 4.6) 
SEIN A:An.6.(S):fi0 
As we will show below (see Theorem 5.1) the last expression is finite provided RH belongs to 
the set 
f5;+2 = {H = (Ho, Hi, ... , Hk+i) E JR.k+2 : Ho E ( 4f3cZ+2), Q + 4f3(t+2) ), 
IHil < 4{3(t+2), i = 1, ... , k, IHk+l - HI < 4{3(t+2) }, 
(4.7) 
where (Q, H) is the solution of (3.12) and 8 is the positive number fixed in Definition 3.1 above. 
Since the partition function S(N, R, H) contains all the information about the statistical 
properties of the random vector e N,n, we will study it carefully in the remaining part of this 
se~tion. Following [7], we split up every phas~ boundary 8 E TN into pieces that are typical 
at low temperatures ("tame animals") and pieces to be interpreted as excitations appearing at 
non-vanishing temperatures ("wild animals"). 
Let us recall briefly the necessary considerations ([7, §4.4]). Denoting 
w(A) = exp{-<P(A)} - 1 
we observe that there exists /30 < oo such that 
lw(A)I ~ exp{-2(/3 - /3o)d(A)} (4.8) 
for all J3 > /30 and any finite set A (cf. (2.11)-(2.12)). In particular, w(A) vanishes on non-
connected sets A. 
Denote by C N the set of all collections C = { 8, Ai, ... , Ai}, where 8 E TN, finite sets Ai C Z2 
are connected and satisfy the condition Ai n Ll(8) =I- 0, i == 1, ... , j; j = 0, 1, ... ; here Ll(8) is 
the set of sites attached to the phase boundary 8. Then the partition function S(N, R, H) can 
be rewritten 1n the form 
S(N, n, H) == L exp{-2/3181 + J3(H, eN,n)} II (w(A) + 1) 
SEIN . A:An~(S)# 
j 
= L exp{-2/3181 + /3(H, eN,n)} II w(Az). 
(4.9) 
CECN Z=l 
Fix any C = {8, Ai, ... , Ai} E CN. We say that the collection C is regular in the column 
m E N if the line {(x, y) E JR.2 : x = m} intersects the set 8 U A1 U ... U Ai at a unique point. 
Let 1 ~ mi < m2 < ... < mz ~ N - 1, l = l(C) E {O, 1, ... , N - 1}, be the set of all m, 
1 ~ m ~ N - 1, such that the collection C is regular in the column m. Denote 
6i == {(x, y) E lR.2 : x ~mi}, 
62 = {(x,y) E lR.2 : mi~ x ~ m2}, 
Lz = {(x, y) E lR.2 : mz-i :::; x:::; mz}, 
Lz+i = { ( x, y) E lR.2 : mz ~ x} 




Let (mi, Yi) = Sn {(x, y) E lR.2 : x = mi}, i = 1, ... , l. We put also (mo, y0 ) = (0, 1/2) and 
(mz+i, Yz+i) = (N, h(S) + 1/2). For any animal ~i we define the following quantities: the length 
l~il that coincides with the length of the polygon Si; the base J(~i) = (mi-1, mi]i the width 
IJ(~i)I = mi - mi-li the height h(~i) = Yi - Yi-1 wi~h (mi-1, Yi-i) and (mi, Yi) denoting the 
beginning and the end of the animal ~i· Then, we define the area ·a(ei) below ei as 
where a:; and at denote the areas of the lower and the upper parts of the rectangle [mi_1, mi] x 
[Yi-l - M, Yi-l + M] that appear after cutting it along Si (clearly, this definition is independent 
of M provided it is sufficiently large, M 2: M0 (S); cf. (2.5)). Finally, for r E J(~i) = (mi-l, mi] 
we denote by h(r, ei) the height of the animal ei in the r-th column, 
Direct computations give us the following relations 
l+l 
h(s) = L h(ei), 
i=l 
j(r}-1 
X(r) = L h(ei) + h(r, ej(r)), (4.10) 
i=l 
l+l 
a(S) = L(a(ei) + (N - mi)h(ei)) 
i=l 
with j ( r) deno~ing j such that r E . J ( ei). Define the activity of ei via 
k+l 
W N,n,H(ei) = exp{-2f3leil + f3h(~i) ( ( 1 - 7J) Ho+ L l{i<i(rn)}Hn) 
n=l 
k+l 1 
+ f3 L l{i=j(rn)}Hnh(rn, ej(rn)) + f3Ho Na(ei)} II W(J\s), 
n=l AsEei 
( 4.11) 
where l{i<j(rn)} and l{i=j(rn)} denote the indicator functions of the relations i < j(rn) and 
i = j(rn) correspondingly. Then the partition function B(N, R, H) can be rewritten in the form 
l(C) 
B(N, R,H) = L II wN,n,H(ei)· ( 4.12) 
CECN i=l 
Fix any animal e. An animal e' is called vertically congruent to e iff it can be obtained by 
shifting all components of e on the same distance in vertical direction. Let e denote the class 
of all animals that are vertically congruent to e. Clearly, all e E e have the same length, base, 
height etc. and thus have the same activity W N,n,H(e). Observe that any collection C E CN can 
be rewritten in the form {e1, ... ,ez+i} such that .the class ei has the base J(ei) = (mi-limi] 
and O = m0 < m1 < ... < mz+i = N. On the other hand, to any such collection { ei, ... , ~z+i} 
corresponds a unique C E CN; therefore, there exists a one-to-one mapping between CN and 
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the set fCN of all ordered collections {t1 , ... , tz+i} described above. As a result, (4.12) can be 
rewritten in the form 
l+l 
S(N,R,H) = II W N,n,H(ti)· ( 4.13) 
{{1, ... ifz+i}EKN i=l 
In a similar way we consider the set K(a,b]i (a, b] ~ [O, N], a, b E N, of ordered collections 
{t1, ... , tz} of the equivalence classes ti such that J(ei) = (mi-i, mi] and a= m0 < m1 < ... < 
mz+i = b. Using the activities from (4.11) we introduce the partition function 
l+l 
S((a, b], N, R, H) = II W N,n,H(ti)· ( 4.14) 
(In the case a= b we put as usually 8(0, N, R, H) = 1.) Relations (4.13) and (4.14) will be the 
starting point of our considerations. 
It follows from estimate (2.13) that the weights w(S) from (2.14) coincides asymptotically 
as (3-+ oo with exp{ -2fJISI}. Therefore, the probability distribution (2.15) is "close" to the 
distribution concentrated on the polygons S E TJ of minimal length. It is convenient to consider 
slightly larger set of phase boundaries 
TN,oo ={SE TN: !Sn {(x,y): x = m}I = 1,Vm = 0, ... ,N} ( 4.15) 
and the probability distribution 
P (S) = exp{ _:_2fJISI} 
N,{3,oo S(N, {3, 00) ' SE TN,oo, ( 4.16) 
with the partition function 
S(N, (3, oo) = L exp{-2fJISI}. ( 4~ 17) 
SETN,oo 
Note that according to definition ( 4.15) every S E TN,oo is regular in any column m, m = 
0, ... 'N. Therefore, any animal e corresponding to s E TN,oo has unit width and is called a 
tame animal. The probability distribution PN,,e,00 (·) from (4.16)-(4.17) is called the ensemble of 
tame animals. Any animal that is not tame is called wild. 
For any s E TN,oo one has ISi = 161+ ... +1eNI· Moreover, for any tame animal e one easily 
gets IJ(e)I = 1, 1e1 = lh(e)I + 1, a(e) = h(e)/2 and therefore (cf. (4.10)) 
r N 
X(r) = Lh(ej), a(S) = L(N - j + 1/2)h(ej)· 
j=l j=l 
As a result, the distribution ( 4.16)-( 4.17) coincides with the distribution of a homogeneous 
random walk with the generating function Z(H) of one step, 
Z(H) = Eexp{{JHh(e)} = Q(H)/Q(O), 
where 
~ . _ _ 2{3 sinh(2{J) 
Q(H) = k~oo exp{-2!J(lkl + 1) + {JHk} - e cosh(2{J) - cosh(H{J). (4.18) 
Thus, the limiting behaviour of the phase boundary S in the ensemble of tame animals with 
fixed values X(N) = NbN and a(S) = N 2 qN can be described by Theorem 2.3 from [6], where 
such asymptotics for a general random walk was investigated. To extend that result to the case 
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of the probability distribution PN,,e(·) (recall (2.16)) in the ensemble of phase boundaries SE fN 
(i. e., to prove Theorem 3.2) is the main goal of the present paper. 
In the ensemble of tame animals the partition function ( 4.6) is reduced to 
B(N, R, H, oo) = L exp{-2,e1s1 + ,B(H, eN,n) }. ( 4.19) 
SE'TN,oo 
We rewrite it in the form 
N 
B(!f, R, H, oo) =II Q(HN,j), ( 4.20) 
j=l 
where Q(·) was defined in (4.18) and the quantities HN,j, j = 1, ... , N, are calculated via 
k+l 
HN,j = (1- (j - l/2)/N)Ho + L Hnl{j~rn}· ( 4.21) 
n=l 
For future references we define also the partition function (cf. (4.14)) 
b 
B((a, b], N, R, H, oo) = II Q(HN,j), ( 4.22) 
j=a+l 
where (a, b] ~ [O, N] is a segment with integer endpoints a, b. Here again 3(0, N, R, H, oo) = 1. 
Observe that the function Q(·) is finite for all H such that l~HI < 2. Moreover, if for some 
8 > 0 and {3 ~ {30 (8) > 0 one has 
l~HI < 2 - 8 /2{3, ( 4.23) 
then I cosh(H,B)I < cosh(l~Hl,B) < cosh(2,B - ·8/2) < e_814 
cosh(2,B) - cosh(2,B) - cosh(2{3) ( 4.24) 
if only {3 ~ {30 ( 8) > 0 and therefore 
I 
tanh(2,B) _ 11 < cosh(2{3 - 8 /2) < e_014 • 
e2.BQ(H) - cosh(2,B) ( 4.25) 
As a result, log Q(H) is well defined and uniformly bounded for all real H satisfying ( 4.23) with 
any fixed {3 ~ {30 (8) > 0. 
Consider arbitrary HE 15;+2 (recall (4.7)). Then any HN,j from (4.21) satisfies (4.23) and 
therefore the function N-1 logB(N, R, H, oo) is bounded uniformly in N and any such H. Since 
the asymptotical properties of the partition function B(N, R, H, oo) are well understood ([6]), 
we can reduce the investigation of the partition function B(N, R, H) from (4.6) to the study of 
the relative partition function 
B(N, {3, R, H) = ,... B(N, R, H) . 
c(N, R, H, oo) ( 4.26) 
In the remaining part of this section we develop the so-called polymer representation of this 
partition function and obtain certain estimates for the polymer weights. All the considerations 
will be applicable also to the relative partition function 
S((a, b], N, R, H) = ,... B((a, b], N, R, H) 
c((a, b], N, R, H, oo) 
(recall (4.14), (4.22)) for any interval (a,b] ~ (O,N] with integer endpoints. 
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( 4.27) 
Substituting ( 4.13) and ( 4.20) into ( 4.26) one easily obtains 6 
l+l 
s(N, f3, n, H) = L IT ( \J! N,n,H(ei) IT Q(HN,jt1). ( 4.28) 
U1, ... ,€z+i}EKN i=l jEJ(€i) 
For any segment I= (a, b] ~ [O, N] denote 
XN,'R.,H(J) = (IT Q(HN,j) r L IJ!N,n,H(~). (4.29) 
jEI {:J({)=I 
Then ( 4.28) can be rewritten in the form 
[N/2] a 
B(N, {3, R, H) = L L IT XN,n,H(Ii), ( 4.30) 
where the inner sum is taken over all families of mutually disjoint intervals Ji = (ai, bi] ~ [O, N] 
such that !Iii 2:: 2. Observe that III = 1 implies XN,n,H(I) = 1. 
Formula ( 4.30) is a particular case of the polymer representation of the partition func-
tion ([17], [7]). To apply cluster expansions technique we need the following estimate (cf. [7, 
Lemma 4.7]). 
Lemma 4.1 Let H E Ck+2 be such that RH E f5;+2 and a real number "f satisfies the condition 
0 ::; "( ::; 8 /8. 
For any interval I C ( 0, N] with integer endpoints put 
XN,n,H(I) = (IT Q(HN,;) r L IJ!N,'R.,H(~) exp{'yl~I}. 
jEI {:1(€)=! 
Then there exists fl > 0 depending only upon the value {30 from (4. 8) and on the constant 8 
such that for all {3 2:: fl and all intervals I C (0, N] under consideration one has 
IXN,n,H(I)I ::; exp{-4({3 - fl)(III - l)}. ( 4.31) 
........ 
The functions XN,n,H(I) depend analytically on such H. 
Remark 4.1.1 Putting"(= 0 we obtain estimate (4.31) for the polymer weights XN,n,H(I) from 
(4.29). 
Proof. We start with the following observation. Let e be a wild animal with the base J(e) = 
( m', m"] and let a natural number m satisfies the condition m' < m < m". Since e is not 
regular in the column m at least one of the following two events can occur: 1) the vertical line 
{(x, y) E JR.2 : x = m} intersects the corresponding part S =Se of the phase boundary at least 
at three points; 2) a point from some set A E e belongs to the column m and thus. at least 
two boundary bonds of the set A are intersected by this line. Therefore, for any wild animal 
e = (S, Ai, ... , Ak) one has the inequality 
IJ(S)l -1 ~ HNh(S) - (IJ(S)l -1) + Ld(A)). 
AEe 
6 Here and below j is always an integer number; therefore, j E J(€) means j E J(€) n Z 1. For any segment 
I= (a, b] ~ (0, N] with integer endpoints we denote by III its length, III = b - a. 
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where Nh(S) denotes the number of full horizontal bonds in S, the function d(·) satisfies (2.11)-
(2.12) and J(S) - J(~). As a result, 
Denote 
X(S) = 
:E d(A) ;::: 3(IJ(S)I - 1)-:-- Nh(S). 
AEe 
k 
exp{ -2((3 - f3o) :E d(Ai)} 




and fix any (31 > 0. As it was shown in [7] (see equation (4.7.11)), there exists a function 
c = c((31), c((31)~0 as (31/'oo, such that 
X(S) ~ exp{-6((3- f32)(IJ(S)l - l) + 2(f3-f32)Nh(S)}exp{clSI} (4.33) 
with (32 = f3o + (31 . Define 
( 4.34) 
e:Se=S 
where the sum is taken over all wild animals e with fixed Se= S. We prove below the following 
estimate 
_XN,n,H(S) ~ exp{-2(JISI + (2(3 - o/2)Nv(S)}X(S) ( 4.35) 
with Nv(S) denoting the number of vertical bonds in S. Then (4.31) follows directly. 
Indeed, for any H, RH E i3;+2, one has (recall ( 4.25)) 
IQ(HN,j)l-1 ~ e2f3+2f33 
with some (33 = (33 ((30 , o). Therefore the inequality 
IXN,n,H(I)I ::; Ill Q(HN,;)l-1 :E xN,n,H(S)e-rl5 1 
jEl S:I(S)=I, Yin(S)=O 
(here Yin(S) denotes the y-coordinate of the initial point of S) can be rewritten in the form 
Ix (I) I < e-(4(3-6f32+2f33)(IIl-l) e2f3+2(33 e-(2{3-e-'Y) N,'Tl,H _ 
:E exp{(2(3 - 2(32....., (2(3 - c -1))Nh(S)} 
S:I(S)=I, Yin(S)=O 
exp{(-o/2 + c + r)Nv(S)}, 
where the identity ISi = Nv(S) + Nh(S) + 1 was used. Let (31 be such that c = c(f31) < o/8 and 
f32 = f3o + f31 2:: (33. Then 
Ix (I) I < e-4((3-2f32)(IIl-l) N,'Tl,H _ 
S:I(S)=l, 
Yin(S)=O 
e-f34(Nh (S)+l)-<>Nv (S)/4 
' (.4.36) 
where we used the obvious inequality 2(32 + 2(33 ~ 2((32 + (33)(1II - 1) (recall that for any wild 
animal ~ one has I J (~)I > 1) and denoted (34 = 2(32 - c - 1'. It remains to observe that the last 




provided /34 is large enough, /34 ~ 'i)4 ( 8), to guarantee the estimate 
1 + e-&/4 
R(/34 , 8) = 2e-f34 1 _ e-&/4 < 1. 
As a result, ( 4.31) follows directly from ( 4.36) and ( 4.37). 
It remains to establish ( 4.35). To do this we cut the polygon S into pieces by any vertical 
line x = m, m E N. Then S splits up into certain collection of zigzag fragments f n consisting 
of two horizontal half-bonds and (possibly) a vertical segment of S. The ordering of fn in S 
determines in a unique way the initial and ending points of fn· Define the height h(f n) of fn as 
the difference between ordinates of ending and initial points of fn· Clearly, 
h(ei) = L h(f n), Nv(ei) = L lh(fn)I. ( 4.38) 
fnEei fnEei 
Define the midpoint Cn of the fragment fn as the midpoint of the vertical segment belonging to 
fn (provided it is not empty) or as the midpoint of the fragment fn itself (otherwise). Let dn 
denote the distance from en to the vertical line x = mi passing through the ending point of the 
animal ei (recall that J(ei) = (mi-i, mi]). The direct geometric considerations give the equality 
a(ei) = L dnh(f n)· 
fnEei 
Now (4.38) and (4.39) imply the relation (cf. (4.11)) 
Then, the inclusion ~HE f5;+2 and the inequality. 
1 /2 <_5; dn <_5; I I I - 1 /2 < mi 
imply the estimate (recall (3.7), (4.7)) 
k 
R{,Bh(~;) ( ( 1- ";)Ho+ L l{i<j(r1)}H1 + Hk+l) + .BHo ~a(~;)} 
Z=l 





On the other hand, from the inclusion ~H E v;+2 and the obvious inequality lh(rz, ej(rz))I <_5; 
Nv(Seicr) one easily obtains 
( 4.43) 
Finally, (4.35) follows immediately from (4.34), (4.11), (4.7), (4.42) and (4.43). Estimate (4.31) 
is proved. 
It remains to observe that the uniform estimates obtained above imply the analyticity of 
XN,n,H (I) as a function of H, ~H E f5;+2 . D 
Corollary 4.2 Let the polymer weights XN,n,H(I) be defined as in {4.29) with the activities 
WN,n,H(ei) replaced_ by {cf. (4.11)) 
k+l 
~ N,n,H(ei) =exp{ -2/3leil + f3h(ei) (Ho ( 1 - ";;) + L Hnl{i<i(rn)}) 
n=l ( 4.44) 
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Then there exist constants {30 and N0 = N0 (f3o) such that for all {3 2:: {30 , N 2:: N0 and all 
segments I = (a, b] ~ (0, N], b - a ~ log2 N, with integer endpoints one has the estimate 
I - - I ( 2,B 1 
4 
NIN ) XN,n,H(I) - XN,n,H(I) ~ 2 e og - 1 exp{-4({3 - f3o)(III - 1)}. ( 4.45) 
Proof. We start with the following simple observation. There exists ~ > 0 (probably different 
from~ in (4.31)) such that for all aN > 0 and all {3 2:: ~one has 





Indeed, using the relation (cf. ( 4.37)) 




e-,B4(Nh (S)+l)-8Nv (S)/B 
~ e-foN/B R({34, c5/2)l1l(1 - R({34, o/2)f1 
one easily deduces ( 4.46) from ( 4.36). 
Now, 
l.XN,n,H(I) - XN,n,H(I)I ITIQ(HN,i)I 
jEI 
< L lwN,n,H(e) - ~N,n,H(e)I 
€:J(e)=I, Nv(e):::;log2 N 
+ L lwN,n,H(e)I + L I~ N,n,H ( e) I· 
t=J(e)=l, €:J(e)=I, 
Nv(€)>log2 N Nv(€)>1og2 N 
( 4.46) 
( 4.47) 
Then, using the simple estimate la(e) I :::; IIINv(e), definitions ( 4.11) and ( 4.44) one obtains 
I 
"' - "' I ( 2,BIJI Nv (S) ) I " I WN,n,H(~) - WN,n,H(~) :::; e tr -1 WN,n,H(~) 
~ (e2,e1og4N/N -1) lwN,n,H(e)I, ( 4.48) 
provided III ~ log2 N and Nv(S) :::; log2 N. Finally, substituting (4.48) into (4.47) and using· 
( 4.46) to evaluate the last two sums in ( 4.47) one easily deduces ( 4.45) from Lemma 4.1 for all 
sufficiently large N. D 
5 Cluster expansion and limiting properties of the par-
tition function 
We establish here the cluster expansion for the relative partition function B(N, {3, R, H) and 
.investigate some asymptotical properties of the correspondin-g free energy to be used later. The 
following statement presents the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 5.1 There exists a constant (30 depending only on b and the constant (30 from {2.11) 
such that for all (3 ~ {30 , N, and H, ~H E 15;+2 {recall (4. 1} }, the partition Junction S(N, n, H) 
is· finite (i. e., the defining series is absolutely convergent} non-vanishing analytical function of 
H satisfying the bond 
llog§(N, /3, 'R-, H)I llog2(N, R, H) - ti logQ(HN,;)I 
(5.1) 
< N exp{ -4((3 - f3o)}. 
There exist functions <I> N,n,H (I) ·of intervals I = (a, b] ~ ( 0, N] with integer endpoints such 
that 
l<I>N,n,H(I)I ~ exp{-4(f3 - f3o)(III - 1)}, (5.2) 
and 
logS(N, (3, n, H) ~ L <I>N,n,H(I). (5.3) 
Ic[O,N] 
Finally, the functions <I>N,n,H(I) depend analytically on polymer weights XN,n,H(I'), I' ~I, 
and the following inequality holds 
I :~N,n,Hg:) I ~ (III - II'I + 1)
2 exp{ II' I exp{-4({3 - f3o)} }. 
N,R,H 
(5.4) 
Remark 5.1.1 For k = 0 one has B(N, n, H) = B(N, A, H) (recall (3.6)) and therefore this 
partition function is finite for all H, ~HE vi (recall (3.7)). 
Proof. In view of the polymer representation (4.30) and Lemma 4.1, expansion (5.3) and 
estimates (5.2) follow from any of numerous versions of cluster expansions for polymer models 
(see, e.g., [18], [17]). 
Then, (5.1) follows directly from (5.2) and the inequality 
00 
I L <I> N,n,H(I) I ::; L(i + 1) exp{ -4({3 - f3o)i} ::; exp{ -4(,B - ,80)}, (5.5) 
I:Io.<;I i=l 
that is valid for some ,80 < oo and arbitrary Io =(a, a+ 1] C [O, N], a E Z. 
It remains to check (5.4). Due to the Mobius inversion formula (see, e. g., [18, §2.6], [7, §3.8], 
[8, §3.3]) the cluster weights <I> N,n,H(J) can be calculated from (recall ( 4.27)) 
<I>N,n,H(I) = L (-1)l1\I*l 1ogS(J*, N, R, H), 
/*:0#*<;/ 
(5.6) 
where again I* are intervals with integer endpoints. According to Proposition 3.6 ([8]) the 
functions log S(J*' N, n, H) depend analytically on the polymer weights XN,n,H(I'), I' ~ I*. 
Moreover, using ( 4.30) and (5.3) one has7 
8logS(J*, N, R, H) _ S(J* \I', N, R, H) -"--- { ~ 
...... - ...... -exp- L..t 
axN,n,H(I') B(I*' N, R, H) - -
I =(a,b]:I<;I*, 
fnJ' =/=0 
7In the case I* \ I = I1 U I2 with disjoint intervals I1 and ! 2 we denote 
s(I1 u I2, N, n, H) = S(I1, N, n, H)S(h N, n, H). 
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As a result, (5.5) implies directly that 
a log§( I*' N, R, H) :::; exp {I J' I e-4(/3-Jlo)}' 
8XN,n,H(I') 
(5.7) 
with some So depending only on /30 • It remains to observe that for any pair I, I', I' ~ I, 
of intervals with integer endpoints there exists no more than (III - II'I + 1)2 such intervals l 
satisfying the condition I' ~ l ~ I. Finally, (5.4) follows immediately from (5.6), (5.7) and the 
last observation. D 
Remark 5.1.2 We have proved (5.4) using only the polymer representation ( 4.30) of the parti-
tion function B(N, /3, R, H) and the estimate ( 4.31) of polymer weights XN,n,H(I) (recall Re-
mark 4.1.1). Since the explicit form of these polymer weights· was not used, our result is valid 
for any partition function defined via (4.30) with ·any collection of polymer weights satisfying 
( 4.31). 
In the remaining part of the present section we obtain some corollaries of Theorem 5.1 to be 
used later on. 
Let first k == 0, R == { r1 }, r 1 == N and H == (0, H) E C2 . Then the partition function 
S(N, R, H) from (4.6) coincides with the partition function S(N, H) (recall (2.19)) for the height 
h(S) of the phase boundary S. Define S(N, H) similarly to ( 4.26). The following result was 
obtained in [7]. 
Corollary 5.2 ([7], Theorem 4.8) Let H satisfies the condition 
l~HI < 2 - o /2/3. (5.8) 
Then all statements of Theorem 5.1 are valid for the partition function S(N, H). Moreover, the 
functions <I> N,n,H (I) do not depend on N, 
<I> N,n,H(I) = <I> H(III), 
where III denotes the length of the interval I, and there exists a limit 
F(H) == r logS(N, H) 
im N , n-too (5.9) 
that presents an analytical function of H in the region {5.8}. Finally, one has the expansion 
00 
F(H) == L <I>H(i) 
i=2 
and the estimate 
IF(H)I ~ exp{-4(/3 - /Jo)}, 
where /3 ~ /30 with sufficiently large /30 • 
(5.10) 
(~.11) 
Remark 5.2.1 Due to ( 4.27) one has S(I, N, R, H) == 1 for any I C [O, N] such that III == 1. 
Thus, (5.6) implies <I> H(l) == 0 that explains the absence of i == 1 in (5.10). The expansion from 
(5.10) plays an important role in the following considerations. 
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Remark 5.2.2 It follows from (5.9), definitions (4.26) and (4.20) that the limit (recall (2.20)) 
F(H) == lim logB(N, H) 
N-+oo N 
exists, is an analytical function of Hin the region (5.8), and satisfies there the following identity 
([7, page 120]) 
F(H) = F(H) +log Q(H). 
To study the asymptotical properties of the area aN(S) below the phase boundary S we put 
k + 1 == 0 in (4.1). Denote the corresponding partition function by B(N, H, area) and define the 
relative partition function B(N, H, area) as in ( 4.26). 
Corollary 5.3 Assume that H satisfies {5.8}. Then B(N, H, area) is a non-vanishing analytical 
function of such H. Moreover, there exists the limit 
;:::::; 1 
Farea(H) = Jim Iog.::.(N~H, area) = r F((l - x)H) dx, 
N-+oo - Jo (5.12) 
where F(·) is the free energy from (5.9} corresponding to the height h(S) of the phase boundary 
S. Finally, there exist constants /30 and N0 such that for all N 2:: N0 and /3 2:: /30 
llog3(N, H, area) - N 11 F((l - x)H) dxl ~ exp{-3(/3 - {30 )} log10 N. (5.13) 
Remark 5.3.1 Due to the integral representation in (5.12) the function FareaO is an analytical 
function of H in the region (5.8). 
Remark 5.3.2 The derivatives of N-1 log B(N, H, area) with respect to H converge to the corre-
sponding derivatives of Farea(H). In this case estimate (5.13) is also true with possibly another 
constant /30 • 
The following simple property of real functions will be used below. 
Property 5.4 Let f (-) be a smooth real function, f : U --+ JR.1, where U is some open convex 




axi x=y - i 
uniformly in y E U. Then for ally, z E U 
k 
lf(y) - f(z)I ~ LailYi - zil· 
i=l 
Proof. Define g(t) == f (z + t(y - z)). Then 
k af 
g'(t) == L-(z + t(y - z)) ·(Yi - zi) 
i=l axi 
and therefore (recall (5.14)) 
1 . k 






Proof of Corollary 5.3. The analyticity of log B(N, H, area) with respect to H in the region 
(5.8), the cluster expansion 
logS(N, H, area)= L <PN,H,area(I) 
IC[O,N] 
(5.16) 
and the estimates for <P N,H,area(J) of the type (5.2) and (5.4) follow directly from Theorem 5.1. 
It remains to establish (5.13). 
We will check below that there exists a constant C1 == C1 ( 8, /30) such that for all /3 2:: /30 and 




<PN,H,area(J) - <P(l-m" /N)n(III) ~ C1 N exp{-3(/3 - /30)}, (5.17) 
where the quantities <Pn(k) coincide with the elements of expansion (5.10). Then (5.13) will 
follow directly from ( 5 .17). 
Indeed, using (5.16) we obtain 
. 1 
llog§(N,H,area)-N 1 F((l-x)H)dxl 
N 
::0: L IF((l - m"/N)H) - L <PN,H,area(J)I (5.l8) 
m"=l l=(m,m11 ]:I<;(O,m11 ] 
1 N 
+IN 1 F((l-x)H)dx-LF((l-j/N)H)I, 
0 j=l 
where in .view of (5.10), 
00 
F((l - j/N)H) == L <P(l-j/N)H(k). (5.19) 
k=2 
Let us estimate. every term on the right-hand side of (5.18). First of all, due to analyticity of 
F ( ·) there exists a constant C2 == C2 ( 8, /3) > 0 such that for all /3 2:: /30 and H in the region ( 5 .8) 
one has · 
IN [ F((l- x)H)dx- tF((l- ~)H)I :::=; C2 . 
Then, (5.11) and analog of (5.2) imply 
RN== IF((1- m"/N)H) - L <PN,H,area(I)I 
l=(m,m11 ]:I<;(O,m11 ] 
~ exp{ -4(/3 - /30)} + exp{-4(/3 - i3o)} == C3 < oo. 
Finally, for any m" 2:: log2 N we rewrite (recall (5.19)) 





Im" -ml ~log2 N 
l=(m,m11 J:I<;(O,m"J 
lm" -ml>log2 N 
l<PN,H,area(J) - <P(l-m"/N)H(I)I 
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(5.20) 




RN :::; log N · C1 N exp{-3({3 - /Jo)} 
+2 L exp{ -4({3 - {30 )k} (5.21) 
log10 N 
~ C4 N exp{ ~3CB - /Jo)}. 
for all sufficiently large N. Finally, applying (5.20) form" :::; log2 N and (5.21) in the opposite 
case, log2 N < m" ~ N, we obtain 
llogS(N, H, area) - N [ F((l - x)H) dxl 
log10 N 
~ C3 log2 N + C4 (N - log2 N) . N exp{-3({3 - f3o)} + C2 
~ Cs exp{-3({3 - {30 )} log10 N 
with some constant Cs > 0 for all sufficiently large N. 
Thus, it remains to prove (5.17). Fix any I = (m', m"] C [O, N], Im" - m'I ~ log2 N, 
with integer endpoints. Recall that the partition function S(N, H, area) corresponding to the 
normalized area YN is expressed in terms of activities 
W N,H,area(.;,) =exp { -2,B[.;;[ + ,BH (i - r;) h(6) + ,BH ~a(.;;)} II W(A.), 
AsE.;i 
where the animal ~i has the base J(~i) = (mi-1' mi]· Define (cf. (4.29)) 
XN,H,area(I') =(II Q((1- j/N)H) )-
1 L WN,H,area(t), 
jEI' €d(€)=l' 
For all t with J( t) C ( m', m"] consider also new activities 
W N,H,area(t) = exp{-2.B\tl + ,BH ( 1 - rr;;.) h(€)} II W(A.) 
AsE.;i 
(with the same value m" for all such animals t) and polymer weights 





Clearly, the polymer weights XN,H,area(·) satisfy (4.31). Moreover, for all I', I'~ I, one has 
l.XN,H,area(I') - XN,H,area(I') I 
~ 2 ( e2/3log 4 N/N - 1) exp{ -4({3 - ,8) (III - 1)} (5.22) 
~ 4,Blo~ N e2filog•N/N exp{-4(,B - ,B)([I[ - 1)}, 
provided N and {3 are sufficiently large, {3 ~ ,B and N ~ N 0 • In the second inequality above we 
have used the simple inequality ex - 1 :::; xex that is true for all x ~ 0. 
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...... Let <P N,H,area(I) and <P N,H,area(I) be the cluster weights generated by XN,H,area(I') and 
XN,H,area(I'), I' ~ I, correspondingly. In view of Remark 5.1.2 we apply (5.4) and (5.15) to 
obtain 
I <P N,H,area (I) - <P N,H,area (I) I 
"'""'"" II'I -4(f3-f3o) 4 1- ( / ~ ( t I ~ ~ e e • log N . XN,H,area I) - XN,H,area I) . 
l':l'Cl 
Then, using (5.22) one gets 
I <I> N,H,area (I) - <I> N,H,area (I) I 
::::; 4,elo~ N e2f3log4 N/N L e-4{/3-/3o){II'l-l)elI'le-4CP-Pol 
I':l'Cl 
< log8 N _3(/3-/3') N e 
provided N is sufficiently large and f3 2:: (31 > 0. It remains to observe that due to its definition 
<P N,H,area (I) coincide with <P (1-m" I N)H (I). D 
Finally, consider the random vector 8 N from ( 4.1)-(4.2), 
where the collection S = { s1 , ... , Bk+i} is such that 0 < s1 < ... < sk+l = 1. Denote 
R(S) = { [Ns1], ... , [Nsk], N }· 
Then the corresponding partition function S(N, R(S), H) is given by (4.6) with R replaced by 
R(S). For any H, ~HE f5;+2 , define 
k+l 
H(x) = (1- x)Ho + L Hzl{x<sz}· (5.23) 
l=l 
Corollary 5.5 The partition function S(N, R(S), H) is a non-vanishing analytical function of 
H, RH E f5;+2 . There exist the limit 
F...... (H) - 1· logS(N, R(S), H) 11 F ...... (H-( )) d n(s) = im N = . x x, 
N~oo o 
(5.24) 
where F(·) is the free energy from {5.9} and H(x) was defined in {5.23}. Finally, there exist 
constants N 0 and ~o such that for all N 2:: N 0 and f3 2:: ~o 
llog3(N, R(S), H) - N [ F(ii(x)) dxl ::::; log10 N exp{-3(,8 - ,80)}. (5.25) 
Remark 5.5.1 Due to the integral representation in (5.24), the free energy Fn(s)(H) is an ana-
lytical function of H, RH E f5;+2 . · 
Remark 5.5.2 The analog of (5.25) holds for any partial derivative of the function 
logB(N, R(S), H) as a function of H, RH E f5;+2 , with possibly different constant /30 • 
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Proof. Arguments similar to those used in the proof of Corollary 5.3 imply the following estimate 
\N [<+' F(H(x)) dx - logS((r;, r;+iJ. N, R, Hl\ 
(5.26) 
::; log10 N exp{ -3 ({3 - f3o)} 
for any i = 0, 1, ... , k and N 2:: N 0 with s0 = r0 = 0, ri = [N si], i = 1, ... , k + 1. On the other 
hand, 
\1og§{N, R(S), H) - N [ F(fl(x)) dx\ 
:::; i::\ N ['+' F(H(x)) dx - log§({r;, r;+i], N, R, H)\ 
i=O Si 
k 
+ L L \<I>N,n(s),H(I)\. 
i=l J: (ri,ri+l]~Jc[O,N] 
Therefore, (5.26) and (5.5) imply the inequality 
[log §(N, R(S), H) - N [ F(fl(x)) dx\ 
::; (k + 1) log10 N exp{-3({3 - {30)}+ k exp{-4({3 - f3o)} 
::; log10 N exp{-3({3 - /30)} 
for all sufficiently large N and {3 2:: /30. 
6 Limit theorems for the joint distribution 
D 
We study here the asymptotical behaviour of the probabilities P(8N =MN) and P(AN =AN) 
entering the right-hand side of (3.19). 
Let an integer number k 2:: 0 and a set S of real numbers si, {O < s1 < ... < sk < 1 = sk+l 
be fixed. Denote 
n = {ri: ri = [N Si], i = 1, ... 'k + 1} 
and for H E i3;+2 consider the logarithmic moment generating function LN,n(H) corresponding 
to the random vector 8N,n = 8N from (4.1)-(4.2), 
LN,n(H) = logEexp{{3(H, eN,n)}. (6.1) 
For any H E i3;+2 we introduce also the random vector eN,n,H with H-tilted distribution, 
P(eN,n,H = M) = exp{{3(M, H) - LN,n(H)}P(eN,'R. = M), (6.2) 
where M E M~t2 (recall (3.18)). Observe that the mean vector E8N,n,H and the covariance 
matrix Cove N,n,H of e N,n,H can be calculated via · 
(6.3) 
where \7H denotes the gradient and HessLN,n(H) is the Hessian_ (the matrix of the second 
derivatives) of LN,n(H) as the function of H = (H0 , Hi, ... , Hk+i)· 
Assuming that H and M are related via 
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one easily obtains (recall (6.2), (4.5)) 
( ) { {3( )} B(N,'R,H) ( ) P 8N,n = M =exp - M,H B(N) P 8N,n,H = M 
(6.4) 
= exp{-L1v,n (M)} P(eN,n,H . M) 
with L N n ( ·) denoting the Legendre transformation 
' 
L1'.r,n(M) = sup(f3(M, H) - LN,n(H)). 
H 
In view of (6.4) the problem is reduced to the investigation of the asymptotical behaviour of the 
probability P(eN,n,H = M). 
For any HE f5;+2 define the matrix 
1 
~ N,n(H) = {32 NHessLN,n(H) (6.5) 
and introduce the quadratic form BN,n,H(T), T = (to, ti, ... ' tk+l) E JRk+2 ' 
Consider also the quadratic form 
Bn,H(T) = (~n(H)T, T) 
corresponding to the matrix (recall (5.24)) 
1 fl -- -
~n (H) = {32 Hess J 
0 
(log Q + F) ( H ( x)) dx, (6.6) 
where Q(·), F(·), and H(x) were defined in (4.18), (5.9), and (5.23) respectively. 
Lemma 6.·1: Let {3 ~ {30 with f3o fixed in {5.11). Then uniformly .in HE f5;+2 and T E ~+2 , 
ITI = 1, one has 
BN,n,H(T) -t- Bn,H(T) as N -1- oo. (6.7) 
Moreover, there exist positive constan~s b, N0 , and~ depending only on {30 from {5.11} and 8 
such that uniformly in H E f5;+2 , N ~ N0 , and {3 ~ ~ one has 
(6.8) 
Proof. In view of (6.5), ( 4.5), and ( 4.26) one easily obtains 
'BN,n(H) = /3;NHesslog2(N, 'R., H, oo) + ,B;NHesslog§(N, /3, 'R., H). (6.9) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (6.9) presents the normalized covariance matrix for the 
ensemble of tame animals. Due to ( 4.20) the corresponding quadratic form QN,n,H(T) satisfies 
the relation 
QN,n,H(T) = Qn,H(T) + O(N-1)ITl 2 as N -t- oo, 
where the limiting quadratic form Qn,H(T) is calculated via 
. 1 fl - k+l 2 




Let FN,n,H(T) be the quadratic form corresponding to the second term on the right-hand side 
of (6.9). According to Remark 5.5.2 one has 
........ ........ (log10 N ) 2 FN,n,H(T) = Fn,H(T) + 0 N exp{-3(,8 - ,80)} !Tl as N--+ oo (6.12) 
with the limiting quadratic form (cf. ( 6.11)) 
........ 1 fl ........ - k+l 2 
Fn,H(T) = (32 lo (F)"(H(x)) ( (1 - x)to + L l{x<•i}t1) dx. 
0 l=l 
As a result, (6.7) follows immediately from (6.10) and (6.12). 
It remains to prove the inequalities in (6.8). First, observe that 
Bn,H(T) = Qn,H(T) + Fn,H(T). 
We will show later that the function ,s-2 (log Q + F)" ( H) is uniformly bounded from below (and 
above) by two positive constants uniformly in H, IHI < 2 - 38/4,8, provided ,8 is sufficiently 
large, ,8 2: ~0 . Then the first inequality in (6.8) follows from the observation that the quadratic 
form fl k+l 2 
lo ( (1- x)to + ~ l{x<•i}t1) dx 
is a positive continuous function of T = (t0, ... , tk+i) on the unit sphere !Tl = 1, and thus is 
bounded from below by SOIIJ.e positive constant C1 . 
To prove that the function ,s-2 (log Q + F)" (H) is bounded uniformly in H, IHI < 2 - 38 / 4,8, 
we observe that due to ( 4.18) 
82 logQ(H) = cosh(2,8) cosh(H,8) - \ 
,828H2 ( cosh(2,8) - cosh(H ,8)) 
and thus (recall ( 4.24)) 
e-2,ecosh(2,8o) -1 < cosh(2,80) -1. cosh(H,8) 
cosh(2,80) - cosh(2,80) cosh(2,8) a2 eo/4 
< logQ(H) < --~ - ,s2aH2 - ( eo/4 - 1 )2 
if only ,8 2: ,80 and H E JR1 satisfies ( 4.23). On the other hand, due to Corollary 5.2 for any fixed 
H0 , IHol < 2 - 38/4,8, the function F(H) is analytic in the disk of radius 8/4,8 with the center 
at H0 • Applying the Cauchy formula and estimate (5.11) one obtains 
J (32~~2 F(H)J ~ C(8) exp{-4((3 - (30 )}, 
where C( 8) > 0 is a constant depending only on 8. The needed inequality follows immediately 
provided ,8 is such that · 
C(o) exp{ ~4(,8 - ,80)} ~ ~e-2,ecosh(2,8o) - 1 =qi. 
2 cosh(2,8o) 
Put b - q1Cif2. Since the convergence in ( 6. 7) is uniform in H E i5;+2 , the last inequality 
in (6.8) follows for all sufficiently large N, N 2: N 0 . · O 
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Let 8 be the Gaussian random vector with zero mean and the covariance matrix ~n{H) 
(recall (6.6)). Denote its characteristic function by XH(T), 
(6.13) 
Since the matrix ~n(H) is positively definite, the distribution of 8 is non-degenerate and has 
the density PH(X), XE Rk+2. 
Theorem 6.2 Let a sequence of vectors HN E v;+2 satisfy the condition HN --+ H E v;+2 
as N --+ oo. Consider the random vector 
e~ = )&(eN,'R,HN - EeN,'R,HN). (6.14) 
Then for all f3 2:'.: (30 with sufficiently large (30 the distribution of 8N- converges weakly as N--+ oo 
to the distribution of the random vector e with the characteristic function XH (T). 
Proof. Let XN(T) be the characteristic function of the random vector e N,'R.,HN' 
( ) _ { .( )} S(N, R, HN + if3-
1T) 
XN T =Eexp i T,eN,n,HN = S(N,R,HN) (6.15) 
Then the characteristic function xN- (T) of the random vector 8N- equals 
(6.16) 
where 
1 k+l 83 
RN={33 L t1tmtp[)H[)H [)H logS(N,R,H)I _ iw 
l -O l m p H-HN+f3VNT ,m,p-
(6.17) 
with some w = w(HN, T), 0 ::; w ::; 1. Since the convergence in (6.7) is valid for T belonging to 
any compact set in JR!c+2 (uniformly in H E v;+2), it remains to prove that 
RN= o(N312 ) as N--+ oo. (6.18) 
Let XN,'R.,H(T) be the characteristic function of the random vector e N,'R.,H, H E v;+2 ' (cf. 
(6.15)) 
(T) _ S(N, R, H + if3-
1T) 
XN,'R.,H - S(N, R, H) . (6.19) 
We will show below that the function log XN,n,H(T) can be extended to an analytical function of 
Tin the region {TE Ck+2 , I:::!~ j~til < o/4}. Then, applying the Cauchy formula one obtains · 
(6.20) 
for all such T, where (recall (4.7)) 
k+l 
G(o) = { (H, T): HE v;~2 , TE ck+2 , L l~til < o/4}. 
i=O 
and the constant C ( 8) depends only on o. This will give us the needed estimate for the remainder 
RN. 
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Using ( 4.26) we rewrite (6.19) in the form 
(T) _ 00 (T) B(N, n, H + i{3-
1 T) 
XN,n,H - XN,n,H B(N, {3, n, H) ' (6.21) 
where x!J n H (T) denotes the corresponding characteristic function in the ensemble of tame 
animals (~e~all (4.20), (4.18)), 
00 (T) - IIN Q(HN,j + i{3-1tN,j) 
XN,'R,H. - Q(H ·) , 
j=l N,J 
and the quantities tN,j are calculated via (cf. (4.21)) 
k+l 
iN,j = (1 - (j - 1/2)/N)to + 2:= tnl{j$rn}· 
n=l 
It follows from (5.1) that 
log §(1;:; n, H + i/3-lT) ~ 2N exp{-4(/3- /30)} 
::.(N, {3, R, H) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
uniformly in (H, T) E G(8) provided {3 ~ {30 with {30 = {30 (28/3) > 0. On the other hand (see 
( 4.10.18) in [7]), the inequality 
llogQ(HN,j + i{3-1tN,j) -logQ(HN,j)I ~ C(8)e-J3(2-IHN,iD::; C(8)e-3J3/4 (6.24) 
holds uniformly in N, j == 1, ... , N and (H, T) E G(8). Then, (6.21), (6.22), (6.23), and (6.24) 
imply the estimate 
(6.25) 
for all N, (H,T) E G(o) provided {3 2:: {30 (28/3) > 0. Finally, the analyticity of logxN,n,H(T) 
follows. directly from (6.25), definitions (6.21), (6.22), (4.18), and Theorem 5.1. 
Since (6.18) follows directly from (6.17), (6.20), and (6.25), one has the convergence 
as N--+ oo (6.26) 
that is uniform in T belonging to any compact set in JRk+2 provided {3 is sufficiently large. D 
Let HN, HN--+ HE f5;+2 be the sequence of vectors from Theorem 6.2. For any N define 
EN= E8N,n,HN = ~'VHLN,n(H) IH=HN 
and for any MN E M~.,+2 (recall (3.18)) put 
Theorem 6.3 Uniformly in MN E Mt+2 and HN E f5;+2 , HN--+ HE f5;+2 , one has 
as N--+ oo, 
where PH (.) denotes the density of the random vector e from Theorem 6. 2, provided {3 2:: f3o with 
sufficiently large {30 > 0. 
30 
. Proof. Using the well-known inversion formula for the Fourier transformation we rewrite the 
difference 
in the form 
P = 1 { x* (T)e-i(T,HN) dT N (27r)k+2 lm N 
1 . { X (T)e-i(T,HN) dT 
(27r )k+2 jJRk+2 H ' 
(6.27) 
where 
Qt= {T =(to, ... , tk+1) E JRk+2 : Ital:::; 27rN312, jtzl:::; 7rVN, l = 1, 2, ... , k + 1}. 
Following the standard proof of the local limit theorem (see, e. g., (12, §43] we evaluate the 
right-hand side of (6.27) by the sum of four terms, 
where for some positive constants A and Ll 
with 
J1 = f lx~(T) - XH(T)I dT, 2l1 =[-A, A]k+2 , lm1 
J2 = f XH(T) dT, m2 = JRk+2 \ 2l1, lm2 
JP= { lx~(T)j dT, p = 3, 4, Jmp 
2l3 ={TE JRk+2 : ltzl :::; L'.lVN, z = o, 1, ... , k + 1} \ m1, 
2l4 = Qt\ (2l1 u 2l3) . 
Fix any c > 0. We will show in the following that the constants A and Ll can be chosen in 
such a way to imply JP < c/4, p = 1, ... , 4, if only {3 ~ /30 (and N ~ N0 ) with sufficiently large 
f3o > 0 (and N0 > 1). 
First, due to (6.26) one has J 1 --+ 0 as N -too for any fixed A> 0 and all {3 ~ {30 , provided 
{30 is sufficiently large. 
Then, since the distribution of the random vector 8 is non-degenerate, one has J2 --+ O as 
A--+ oo for all {3 ~ {30 with sufficiently large {30 • 
To estimate J3 fix any T E 2l3. Then ITI :::; .Ll.JN(k + 2) and for any N one gets (recall 
(6.17), (6.20), and (6.25)) 
k+l 3 
IRNI :::; C1(o)Ne-3d/4 (L ltzl) :::; C1(o)N exp{-3o/4}(k + 2)3/2ITl3 
l=O 
Consequently (recall (6.16)), 
llogx* (T) + ~B (T)I = 1-i-R I < C1(o)(k + 2)2 e-3d/41.J.ITl2 N 2 N,'R,HN 6N3/2 N - 6 . 
Let Ll > 0 be such that 
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with the constant b from (6.8). Then 
and therefore 
lxN(T)I:::; exp{~logxN(T)}:::; exp{-blTl2/4} 
for all TE 2l3 uniformly in N ~ N0 and {3 ~ f3 (with N 0 and f3 from Lemma 6.1). As a result, 
la= { lxN(T)I dT:::; { e-blTl2 / 4 dT ~ O 
lm3 . lm2 as A/' oo. 
Finally, fix any TE Ql4 and rewrite IXN(T)I in the form (recall (6.21), (6.14)) 
I * (T)I =I 00 (N-l/2T)l IB(N, 'R;._, HN + iT/f3VFi)I. XN XN,n,HN IB(N, n, HN) I (6.28) 
The arguments, similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 4.2 from [6] imply the existence of 
a constant C = C(R, 8, {30 ) > ·o such that for all T E Ql4 , H E f5;+2 , {3 ~ {30 , and N sufficiently 
large one has 
lx~nH(N-1i2 T)I < exp{-CN}. 
I I -
Then, applying (5.1) to estimate the partition functions on the right-hand side of (6.28) one 
immediately gets 
lxN(T)I :::; exp{-N(C - 2 exp{-4({3 - f3o)} )}. 
Therefore, for all sufficiently large {3, {3 ~ /30 , one obtains 
]4 = { IXN(T)I dT::; { e-cN/2 dT = (27r)k+2N~ exp{-CN/2} ~ 0 lm4 Jm 
as N --+ oo that finishes the proof of the theorem. D 
In the arguments above the Gaussian density PHO can be replaced by the density of zero-
mean Gauss-fan distribution with the covariance matrix ~N,n(HN) (recall (6.5), (6.16), and 
(6.26)). In particular, one has · 
Corollary 6.4 There exist positive constants N 0 , {30 , c0 , and C0 such that for all N ~ N 0 and 
{3 ~ f3o 
co 2 ( ) 1/2 Co 2 N{3 :::; det Hess l!AN (HN) P(AN,HN =AN) :::; N f3 , (6.29) 
where LAN(·) was determined in {3.5} and HN - in {3.11}. 
For future references we formulate also the following simple statement. 
Corollary 6.5 Let all XN be uniformly bounded. Then under the conditions of Theorem 6.3 
one has 
1 k+4 
P(GN,n,HN =MN)= 2N--2 PH(XN) · (1 + o(l)), 
where the estimate o(l) is uniform with respect to the considered sequences HN E f5;+2 and XN, 
provided only {3 is sufficiently large. 
Moreover, there exist positive constants {30 , ci, Ci, i = 1, 2, and a number N 0 such that 
(6.30) 
uniformly in N ~ No and the sequences HN, XN under consideration, provided only {3 ~ {30 • 
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7 Convergence of finite dimensional distributions 
We prove here the convergence of finite dimensional distributions of the conditional random 
process (recall (3.15)) 
e;v(t) = ~(e"t(t) - m(t)), t E [O, 1], 
to the corresponding distributions of the Gaussian measureµ* from Theorem 3.2. 
Consider first the vector AN of conditions (3.3) with the logarithmic moment generating 
function LAN(H) from (3.5). Assume that H belongs to the set VJ defined in (3.7). Then 
1 (log
10 N) N/1 \7HLAN(H) == I(H) + 0 N , (7.1) 
where I(H) was defined in (3.12) and the estimate O(·) is uniform in HE VJ. Indeed, it follows 
from (3.5) and ( 4.26) that 
/1-1 \7HLAN(H) == /1-1\7H (logS(N,A,H) +logB(N,A,H,oo)). (7.2) 
Then, due to Remark 5.5.2 one has 
1
1 - 1 t- I N/1 \7H logB(N, A, H) - -g1YH Jo F((l - x)Ho + H1) dx 
< -3({3-~o) loglO N _e N . 
(7.3) 
On the other hand, the analyticity and uniform boundedness of logQ(·) in the region (4.23) 
imply the estimate 
~{J \la logS(N, A, H, oo) - ~V'a [ logQ((l - x)Ho + H1) dx = O(N-1). (7.4) 
Finally, (7.1) follows directly from (7.2)-(7.4) and definition (3.12). 
Let HN and H be the solutions of (3.11) and (3.12) respectively. Applying the implicit 
function theorem to I(·) and taking into account estimate (7.1) one easily obtains 
(7.5) 
where the estimates O(·) are uniform in HN E VJ, and N-1AN E I(VJ,) respectively (here 
o' > 0 is any fixed number and I(VJ,) denotes the image of the region VJ,). Thus HN -+ H 
as N-+ oo and therefore all HN with sufficiently large N belong to the region VJ from (3.7) 
(recall Remark 3.1.2). 
Let eN be the random vector from (3.16), 
For HN == (H'Jv, H"}y) determined from (3.11) we introduce the vector 
H~ = (H<Jr, 0,. . ., 0, HJ.r) E JRk+2. 
Clearly, the sequence H~ converges to 
H 0 = (Q, 0, ... , 0, H) E JRk+2 , 
where H = (Q, H) denotes the solution of (3.12); thus, all H~ with sufficiently large N belong 
to the region v;+2 from (4.7). Denote (recall (6.1), (6.3)) 
with 
Similarly to (7.1) one easily obtains the relation (recall (7.5)) 
1 (log
10 N) NeN(s) = e(s) + sO N + sO(N-1AN - A), (7.6) 
where (cf. (3.14)) 
1 r e(s) = /j Jo F'((l - x)Q + H) dx = (F(H + Q) - F(H·+ Q - Qs))//3Q (7.7) 
and the estimates 0 ( ·) are uniform in s E [ 0, 1] provided f3 is sufficiently large. 
For any MN E M~,+2 (see (3.18)) of the kind 
we put 
i 1 ( i i ) 
XN = VFi mN ~ eN ' i = 1, ... 'k. 
Let pk(-) denote the probability distribution of the Gaussian random vector e = (iJ, (i, ... , (k+i) 
with the characteristic function XHo(T) from (6.13). Then 
- ( 1 klO) _ Pk(X0 ) 
Pk x ' ... 'x == Po(O) ' 
presents the density of the conditional distribution ((1, ... , (klil == 0, (k+l == 0). Finally, define 
the random process (recall (3.20), (7.7)) . 
e~(t) = J°-N(eN(t) - Ne(t)). (7.8) 
Theorem 7.i Let a natural number k and a collection of real numbers ti, 0 < t 1 < ... < tk < 1, 
be fixed. Then for all /3 ~ /30 with sufficiently large /30 the distribution of the random vec-
tor (8/..r(t1), ... , 81..r(tk)) converges weakly to the Gaussian distribution with the density Pk(·IO). 
This limiting distribution coincides with the corresponding distribution of the measure µ* from 
Theorem 3. 2. 
The proof of Theorem 7.1 can be obtained by literal repetition of that of Theorem 5.2 in [6]. 
It is based on the following simple observation that follows immediately from Theorem 6.3 (cf. 
Lemma 5.1 in [6]). 
Lemma 7.2 Let all x}v be uniformly bounded. Then 
as N --+ oo if only /3 is sufficiently large, /3 :2: /30 > · 0; the estimate o( ·) is uniform in such x}v. 
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Denote (cf. ( 4.3)) 
and choose any p, 
O<p<J/12 (7.9) 
with J fixed in Theorem 3.2. 
Lemma 7.3 There exist positive constants C, /30 , and N 0 such that for all /3 2: /30 , N 2: N0 , 
and all j = 1, ... , N one has 
(7.10) 
Proof. Fix any j E {1, 2, ... , N} and a phase boundary S E JN· Applying to S the animal 
decomposition aescribed in Sect. 4 we observe that !::l.iX is uniquely determined by the animal 
~satisfying the condition J(e) 2 (j - 1,j). Denote by {e} the event 
{e} ={SE JN : the animal decomposition of S contains t}. 
Then one has 
E(ePl.6.iXll AN= AN) - L exp{pl!::l.iX(t)l}P( {t}I AN= AN), (7.11) 
e 
where the summation is going over the whole set of disjoint events {t} such that -J(t) 
(mi-1' mi) 2 (j - 1, j). Relation (7.11) will be the initial point of our reasoning. 
We start with the following simple observation. Let 2(N, R, H), H E i3;+2, be the partition 
function from ( 4.13) and e E KN be the animal fixed above. Denote by KN(t) C KN the set of 
all collections from KN that contain t, 
Clearly, the sets KN(e) form the partition of KN labeled by e under consideration. Define 
(cf. (4.13)) · 
l+l 
2(N, R, H; e) = L II \l!N,R,H(ti) 
(7.12) {ti, ... ,€z+i}EKN(€) i=l 
= 2(N, R, HI t) · WN,n,H(e). 
Then for all H E f5;+2 ar.id sufficiently large /3 one has 
I 
2(N, R, HI t) I ,.. 
S(N, R, H) ::; exp{(2/3 + Qo + p)IJ(€)1}, (7.13) 
where J(t) is the base of the animal e and (recall (4.25)) 
Qo = max I log Q(H) + 2/31. 
H:IHl<2-o/2,B 
(7.14) 
To check (7.13) observe that the cluster expansion of log 2(N, R, HI t) contains only the 
cluster weights depending on I = (a, b] ~ (0, NJ \ J(t). Since the same weights appear in the 
expansion for log2(N, R, H) one easily obtains (recall (4.26), (4.20), (4.21), and (5.5)) 
llogS(N,R,Hl~)-logS(N,n,H)+ L logQ(HN,i)I :SKIJ(<€)1 (7.15) 
jEJ(€) 
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for all H E v;+2 and sufficiently large /3, where the constant K = K(/3) '\J 0 as f3 / oo. Thus, 
(7.13) follows directly from (7.15), (7.14), and the inequality IHN,il < 2-8/2/3 (cf. (4.7), (4.23)). 
We will show below that for some constant () > 0 and all sufficiently large f3 one has 
P( {t}I AN= AN)= P(AN =AN; {t}) 
P(AN =AN) (7.16) 
::; C exp{ (2/3 + Q a + 2p) I J( t) I + PIA[t] I} W N,A,HN ( e), 
where 
A[tJ = (a[tJ. h[t]) = (~aN(t) + ( 1 - 1;) h(t), h(t)) 
(recall that J(t) - (mi_1 ,mi]), HN is the solution to (3.11), and (cf. (4.11)) 
w N,A,H(t) = exp{-2f31t1 + f3h(t) ( ( 1 - 7;) Ho+ Hi) 
+ /3Ho >(t)} II ll!(A,) 
AsE€ 
=exp{ -2/3ltl + /3(A[t], H)} II w(As) 
with H E 'D~. Then (7.10) follows directly. 
Indeed, accordingly to ( 4.42) 
for any H E 'D~. Then, the inequalities 
I h ( t) I ::; Nv ( t) ' 
imply ja[t]I::; Nv(t) and therefore 
AsEf 
IA[tJI::; la[t]I + lh[t]I::; 2Nv(t). 
As a result, using the simple observation 
one obtains (recall (7.9)) 





~ () L e-2,Blfl+(2,B+Qo+2p)IJ(f)l+(2,6-o/2)Nv(€) II w(As) 
A A (7.21) € AsE€ 
= c L e(2,6+Qo+2p)III L e-2,61€1+(2,6-o/2)Nv(€) II w(As), 
I f;J(f)=I As Ef 
where :Er denotes the summation ov~r all I = (a, b] ~ (0, N] such that I 2 (j - 1, j]. As in 
Sect. 4 (recall (4.32)-(4.35)) we estimate the inner sum via 
L e-2,Blfl+(2,6-o/2)Nv(f) X(S) 
S:I(S)=I, Yin(S)=O 




where {33 = 2{32 - c and {32 in ( 4.33) is sufficiently large to imply c({32) < 8 / 4. Evaluating the 
last sum by help of ( 4.37) one easily obtains (7.10), 
E(epf6.;X[ I AN= AN) ~ 6 ~(n + l)e-4(/l-/l•)n 
1 
~(~(::.nD) ~ C, (7.22) 
for f3 2: {34 and some constant C, where we set /34 = (6/32 + Q8 + 2p)/4 and 6 = C exp{2{32 + 
Q8 + 2p}. 
It remains to establish (7.16). First, we apply the analog of (6.4) to rewrite 
P(AN =AN; {t}) 
P(AN =AN) 
3(N,HN,A;t). P(AN;t,HN =AN) 
B(N,HN,A) P(AN,HN =AN) 
(7.23) 
with HN denoting the solution of (3.11). The first fraction on the right-hand side of (7.23) can 
be estimated by help of (7.12)-(7.13), 
B(N, HN, A; t) = B(N, HN, A It) '11 (i) 
B(N,HN,A) B(N,HN,A) N,A,HN <:. (7.24) 
~ exp{(2/32 + Qc; + p)jJ(t)l}WN,A,HN(t). 
On the other hand, similarly to (7.13) one obtains 
l~vH(togB(N,HN,A I€) -logB(N, HN,A)) I~ (Qo,1 + p)IJ(€)1 (7.25) 
with (recall ( 4.24)) 
I 
a I sinhH/3 Qc; 1 = max -logQ(H) = max ' H:IHl<2-8/2p {38 H:IHl<2-8/2p cosh 2/3 - cosh H f3 
sinh(2/3 - 8 /2) e-812 e-814 < < ----- cosh 2/3 - cosh(2/3 - 8 /2) - 1 - e-<;/4 e0/4 - 1 
for all f3 2: {30(8). Thus, taking into account the simple identity 
1 A A 
;e'VH logwN,A,H(~).:.. A[e] 
(that can be obtained by direct computations) one deduces immediately that 
1 A I EAN.2H = -13 \7Hlog3(N,H,A;e) ,.,,, N H=HN 
satisfies the estimate 
(7.26) 
It remains to evaluate the last fraction in (7.23). Let first IJ(t)I ~ AVF/ with some fixed 
constant A > 0. Observe that the analog of (7.25) for the second derivatives can be obtained in a 
similar way; therefore, the analog of (5.24) for our special case R = { N} imply the convergence 
1 . " 1 r1 
{32 NHess log3(N, H, A; e)-+ /32Hess Jo F((l - x)Ho + H1) dx 
for any f3 2: /30(8) uniformly in H = (H0 , H1) E Vy. Thus, the limiting properties of the random 
vector (AN; {n) are the same as that of AN. In· particular, if IA[t]I ~ BVF/ with any fixed 
constant B > 0, one can apply Corollary 6.4 to obtain (recall (7.26)) 
P(AN.2H =AN) -
'"' N < C (7.27) 
P(AN,HN =AN) - 1 
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provided f3 is sufficiently large. In the opposite case, IA[t]I > BVfi, one has (recall (6.30)) 
P(AN;€,HN ==AN) < 1 < C2N_2 < () ePIA[€JI. 
P(AN,HN ==AN) - P(AN,HN ==AN) - /32 - 3 (7.28) 
Finally, for IJ(t)I > AVfi one gets 
P(AN;€,HN ==AN) < 1 < C2N2 < C ePIJ(t)I. 
P(AN,HN == AN) - P(AN,HN == AN) - /32 - 4 (7.29) 
Now, (7.16) follows imme4iately from (7.23), (7.24), and (7.27)-(7.29). D 
Observe that this proof can be applied to any local variable that satisfies the analog of (7.20) 
with the right-hand side of the kind CNv(t), where C > 0 is any fixed constant; then (7.9) 
should be replaced by 
o < P < 8/12c. 
In particular, one has 
Corollary 7.4 Let the constants C, {30 , and N 0 be as determined in Lemma 7.3. Then 
for all j == 1, 2, ... , N provided only N ~ N 0 and f3 ~ {30 • 
For future references we formulate here the following corollary of Lemma 7.3 that could be 
obtained directly from (7.16) using calculations similar to those in (7.21)-(7.22). 
Corollary 7.5 Fix a number j E {1, 2, ... , N}. For any phase boundary S E JN apply the 
animal decomposition and denote by eU) the animal satisfying J(e(j)) ~ (j - 1, j]. Then there 
exists /3 < oo such that for all f3 ~ /3 and all l ~ 1 one has 
P(IJ(e(j))I ~ l + 11 AN== AN) ~ exp{-4(/3 - /3)l}. 
Another consequence of Lemma 7.3 is the following 
Theorem 7.6 For all f3 ~ {30 with {30 determined in Theorem 7.1 the finite dimensional dis-
tributions of the random process Bjy(t), t E [O, 1], have the same limiting behaviour as that of 
8jy(t). 
·Proof. In view of the observation (recall (3.15), (3.20), (7.8), (3.17), and (3.2)) 
· {Nt} 
eN(t) - e~(t) == VN (gt([Nt] + 1) - gt([Nt]) I AN== AN) 
the statement of the theorem follows immediately from (7.10). For details see [6, Theorem 5.4]. 
D 
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8 Proof of main theorems 
To complete the proof of our main result we need to check the weak compactness of the sequence 
of measures µN. We obtain it here as an implication of Theorem 2.2 from [11, Chap. 9] which 
provides the sufficient condition for the weak compactness of measures in C[O, l]. The following 
statement verifies the assumption of the mentioned theorem. 
Theorem 8.1 There exist positive numbers (i, {30, and N 0 such that 
EIB1v(t) - B1v(s)l4 :s; Cit - sl 7/ 4 
uniformly in N 2:: N 0 and all segments [s, t] ~ [O, 1), s < t, provided only {3 ~ {30 . 
As in [6) we consider two cases, ~ == ~N = It - sl :s; N-819 and ~ > N-819 , separately. 
Lemma 8.2 There exist positive numbers Ci and Ni such that 
uniformly in [s, t] C [O, 1], ~ :s; N-819 , if only N ~ Ni and {3 2:: {30 with {30 determined in 
·Lemma 7.3. 
The proof is based on estimate (7.10) and can be obtained by literal repetition of that of 
Lemma 6.2 from [6]. 
Lemma 8.3 There exist positive numbers C2 , {32 , and N2 such that 
uniformly in [s, t] C [O, 1], ~ > N:_819 , if only N 2:: N2 and {3 is sufficiently large, {3 2:: {32 • 
Proof. Denote (recall (3.2)) 
(N = f,"j;(t) - f,"j;(s) == g"j;(Nt) - g"J;(Ns) 
and introduce the random vector (cf. (3.3)) 
with the logarithmic moment generating function LAN (H), H E JR3 , (cf. (3.5)) 
LAN(H) = logEexp{f3(H,AN)} == logS(N,A,H) - logS(N). 
For HN == (Hfjy, H};) determined from (3.11) we define 
H~ ==(HJ,;, H}:r, 0) 
and 
- 1 - I EN = ·f3\7H log S(N, A, H) == (N qN, NbN, eN ), 
H=H~ 
where similarly to (7.6) one obtains the relation (recall (3.9)) 





As a result, for all sufficiently large N one has 
We will show below that for all N ~ N2 and {3 ~ {32 with sufficiently large N2 > 0 and {32 > O 
one gets the estimate I 
where 




and D1 , D2 , a 1 , a 2 , c are some fixed positive constants. Thus, the series in (8.4) is convergent 
and (8.1) follows immediately. 
It remains to establish estimates (8.5)-(8.6). To do this we introduce the vector (recall (8.3)) 
zN = (NqN, NbN, eN + k./N) - EN+ (o, o, k./N) 
and determine HN == HN(k) == (Hljy(k), H}v(k), H'jy(k)) from the equation 




It follows from (8.2) and the implicit function theorem that provided kin (8.7) is of order VITE 
the quantities Hljy(k) - Hlfy, H}v(k) - H}v, and H'jy(k)../E. are of order .6.. Therefore, there exist 
c == c(p) > 0, N3 > 0, and {33 > 0 such that for all k, lkl ::; cVFfE., all {3 ~ {33 , and all N ~ N3 
the following inequalities hold true 
IHR,(k) - HR,I < p.6., IH1(k) - H11 < p.6., 1iii(k)I < pV/S... 
Thus, ·applying .arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 6.1 one obtains the 
inequality (cf. ( 6.8)) 
(8.9) 
for all k, !kl ::; cVFfE., all T E R3 , {3 ~ {34 , N ~ N4 , where C, {34 , and N4 are some positive 
constants depending only on c and {30 from (5.11). For future references we fix such value of 
c > 0. 
Assuming that (N - eNVFfE ~ 0 (in the opposite case the estimates are similar) we rewrite 
P((N > eNVK + kVFiEI AN== AN) 
P(AN ==AN, (N > eNV/S.. + kVFiE) 
P(AN ==AN) 
e-LA.N(ZN) PH (AN== AN, (N > eN../E. + kVFiE) 
- ~-N~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- e-L;\N(AN) PHN(AN ==AN) 
(8.10) 
where LA_N(·) and LA_N(·) denote the Legendre transformations of the functions LAN(·) and LAN(·) 
correspondingly, HN was determined in ~.8), HN - in (3.11), and P~(·), PHN(·) denote the 
tilted distributions of the random vectors AN and AN with parameters HN and HN respectively. 
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Let us evaluate first the difference L*AN (ZN) - L*AN (AN). It follows from (8.2), (8.3), (3.11) 
and the duality relations (2.22) for the Legendre transformation that 
and 
where 82LA.N (·) denotes the derivative of the function LA.N (xo, Xi, X2) with respect to X2. Con-
sequently (cf. relation (A.5) in [6]), 
(8.11) 
and one needs to evaluate (82 ) 2LA_N(·) from below. Denote 
E~ =EN+ (o, o, y) = (NqN, NbN, eN + y). (8.12) 
We will show below that in the case lkl :::; cv1FiE there exist positive constants a 1 = a 1 (c) and 
/]5 such that for all y, IYI :::; kv'N, one has 
(8.13) 
Then (8.11) implies 
LAN(ZN) - LAN(EN) ~ a 1k2 (8.14) 
provided lkl :::; cv1FiE and due to the convexity of L*AN (-) (see also Property A.2 in [6]) 
L* (Z ) - L* (E ) > 2a N 1/ 18 lkl AN N AN N _ 2 (8.15) 
in the opposite case, lkl > cv1F1E. Thus, it remains to prove (8.13). To do this determine 
H~ = (Hfj.,(y), H1(y), H'fv(y)) from the condition (recall (8.12)) 
and consider the matrix Hess LAN (H~). Since it is positive definite (recall inequality (8.9)) there 
exists C5 = C5 (c) > 0 such that for ally, IYI:::; kv'N:::; cNVE., one has 
(8.16) 
On the other hand, 
(8.17) 
uniformly in such y with some fixed constant C6 > 0. Since due to the duality relations (2.22) 
the value of the derivative (82 ) 2 LA_N(E~) coincides with the ratio of the left-hand sides in (8.16) 
and (8.17), one immediately obtains (8.13). 
It remains to evaluate the last fraction in (8.10). Consider first the case lkl :::;· cv1F1E. 
Let AN fr. be the random vector with the distribution induced by P fr. (-) and LA fr. (H), , N N Ni N 
H = (H0 , H 1), be its logarithmic moment generating function, 
LAN,fr.N(H) = log(l::MEMJ., e.B(H,M)pfr.N(AN = M)) 
= LAN(HN +(Ho, H1, 0)) - LAN(HN)· 
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Note that this function is strictly convex and satisfies the condition 
det Hess LA iI (H) I 2:: C5N2 
Ni N H=(O,O) 
(8.18) 
(since the expression on the left-hand side of (8.18) coincides with the left-hand side of (8.l6) 
with y = k../N). As a result, applying analog of (6.29) one gets 
( ) Co 2 PHN AN= AN ~ N2{3 . 
On the other hand, the denominator PHN (AN = AN) can be evaluated from below via the analog 
of (6.30). Thus, there exist positive constants C7 , {37 , and N7 such that for all N 2:: N7 , {3 2:: {37 , 
and lkl ~ r::-v'IVE one has 
PH- (AN= AN, (N > ew./E + k-v'JVE) PH- (AN= AN) 
N . < N < C . (8.19) 
PHN(AN =AN) - PHN(AN =AN) - 7 
In. the opposite case, !kl > r::-v'IVE, one easily gets (recall (6.30)) 
PH (AN= AN, (N > ew/E + k-v'JVE) 1 
N < ~~~~~-
pH N (AN= AN) - PHN(AN =AN) 
N2 




It remains to observe that (8.5)-(8.6) follow immediately from (8.10), (8.14), (8.15), (8.19), 
and (8.20). D 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The statement of the theorem follows directly from Theorems 7.1, 7.6, 
8.1, and Theorem 2.2 from [11]. D 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The first part of the theorem can be obtained in the same way as 
Theorem 3.2. The convergence in (3.21) follows from Corollary 7.4. D 
A Wulff construction in lD models of SOS type 
The lD SOS model is the simplest interface model. In view of its simplicity it is very popular 
in the physical literature and is used mainly as a "toy model" for discussing the statistical 
properties of interfaces. In particular, the Wulff construction for this model is well understood 
([1, 21]). 
On the other hand, the interfaces appearing in the ID SOS model present sample paths of 
lD random walk of the special type (see, e. g., [6, Sect. 3)) and therefore the Wulff construction 
here follows immediately from the known facts of the sample paths large deviations theory ([3, 
Chap. 5], [22)). Using the probabilistic interpretation one can investigate much general case of 
random walks than those usually appearing in the physical literature in the context of lD model 
of SOS type (see, e.g., [2] for a list of typical examples). In this sense, the random walks provide 
the most general model of SOS type and for this reason we will use the probabilistic language 
in the present section. We will restrict ourselves to the discrete case, though the generalization 
to the continuous one is straightforward [6, Sect. 2]. 
Let ei be a sequence of independent integer valued random variables having the same non-
degenerated distribution that is concentrated on the lattice Z1. Then the interface is described 
by the sequence of partial sums, s; = 0, sk = I::=l ei, of the corresponding random walk. 
Denote by 
L(h) = logEexp{he} 
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the logarithmic rrioment generating function (the free energy) of a single step of this random 
walk. Assume in addition that L( ·) is a finite function (and thus analytical) in some open 
neighbourhood of the origin. 8 Finally, for any n ~ 1 and t E [O, 1] define a random polygonal 
function (a piece-wise linearly interpolated interface) 
(nt] 
Xn(t) = S[nt] + {nt}e(nt]+l =Lei+ {nt}e(nt]+l 
i=l 
with [nt] and { nt} denoting the integral and the fractional parts of nt correspondingly. 
Then the distribution of n-1xn(t) satisfies the large deviations principle with the rate function 
([22], [4], [3, Chap. 5]) 
:T(f) = { [ L*(f'(t)) dt, 
+oo 
if f E AC[0,·1], f (0) = 0, 
otherwise, 
where AC[O, 1] is the space of absolutely continuous functions on [O, I] and£*(·) is the Legendre 
transformation of L( ·), 
L*(x) = sup(xh - L(h)), 
h 
that is well defined due to the strict convexity of L(·). In particular, for any admissible pair 
(q, b) (i. e., satisfying condition (A.4) below) one has 
. . logP(xn(I) E (b, b + c:), f01 Xn(t) dt E (q, q + c:)) ( -) hm hm = -:J f, 
e~On~oo n 
where/(·) presents a solution of the variational problem: 
:T (!) -+ inf : f(O) = 0, /(1) = b, [ f(t) dt = q. (A.I) 
Note that the functional :T(-) is closely related to the Wulff functional with naturally defined 





O' 1 t 
a) b) 
Figure 2: Wulff construction in a general ID model of SOS type 
8 This is a usual conjecture in applications; moreover, typically one demands the existence of all exponential 
moments for ~ (see, e. g., [2]). 
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It turns out that the variational problem (A.l) can be solved explicitly. Namely, define the 
quantities ho = h0 (q, b) and h1 = h1(q, b) from the equations 
[ L1(h1 + yho) dy = b, 
(A.2) 
[ y L 1(h1 + yho) dy = q. 
Then the Wulff profile f (-) is defined via ([6, Sect. 2]) 
_ { ( L(h1 +ho) - L(h1 + (1 - t)ho)) /ho, 
f(t) = 
L'(h1 )t = bt 
if ho i= 0, 
(A.3) 
otherwise. 
The relations (A.2)-(A.3) have a simple geometric interpretation. Namely, rewriting (A.2) 
in the form (cf. [21, Theorem 3]) 
( L(h1 +ho) - L(h1)) /ho= b, 
ho A A A 
_f_ { (L(h1 +ho)+ L(h1) _ L(hi + y)) dy = q _ b/2 h6 lo 2 
we infer that these conditions prescribe to find two points A(h1 , L(h1)) and O(h1 +ho, L(h1 +ho)) 
on the graph of the function L(·) such that (see Figure 2,a)): 1) the straight line passing through 
0 and A has the slope coefficient b; 2) the area Qb(h0 ) of the figure bounded by the segment OA 
and the arc of the graph of L(·) with the endpoints A and 0 equals (q-b/2)h0 2 , where h0 denotes 
the horizontal separation of the points A and 0 (in the case q < b/2 one should interchange 
these points). Then the Wulff proflie f (·) is obtained by simple transformation (reflection + 
scaling) of the arc OA (see Figure 2,b)). In the critical case 2q = b the points 0 and A coincide 
and due to the second line in (A.3) the corresponding Wulff profile is reduced to the segment 
O'A' (Figure 2,b)). 
Due to the strict convexity and analyticity of the function L(·) the normalized area Qb(h0 )/h02 
is an increasing function of ho and Qb(h0 )/h02 ---+ 0 as ho ---+ 0. In particular, the conditions 
ho = 0 and 2q = b are equivalent (recall (A.3)). As a result, equations (A.2) have at most one 
solution. Such solution clearly exists for every pair (q, b) satisfying the condition 9 
(A.4) 
Here the supremum corresponds to the most "upper" limiting position of the secant OA; thus, 
(A.4) means that the real secant should be below the limiting one (if such exists). 
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